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Abstract

In strong field physics, complex atomic and molecular motions can be triggered and

steered by an ultrashort strong field. With a given pulse as an carrier-envelope form, E(t) =

E0(t) cos(ωt + ϕ), we established our photon-phase formalism to decompose the solution

of a time-dependent Schrödinger equation in terms of photons. This formalism is further

implemented into a general analysis scheme that allows extract photon information direct

from the numerical solution. The ϕ-dependence of any observables then can be understood

universally as an interference effect of different photon channels. With this established, we

choose the benchmark system H+
2 to numerically study its response to an intense few-cycle

pulse. This approach helps us identify electronic, rovibrational transitions in terms of photon

channels, allowing one to discuss photons in the strong field phenomena quantitatively.

Furthermore, the dissociation pathways are visualized in our numerical calculations, which

help predicting the outcome of dissociation. Guided by this photon picture, we explored

the dissociation in a linearly polarized pulse of longer wavelengths (compared to the 800 nm

of standard Ti:Saphire laser). We successfully identified strong post-pulse alignment of the

dissociative fragments and found out that such alignment exists even for heavy molecules.

More significant spatial asymmetry is confirmed in the longer wavelength regime, because

dissociation is no longer dominated by a single photon process and hence allowed for richer

interference. Besides, quantitative comparison between theory and experiment have been

conducted seeking beyond the qualitative features. The discrepancy caused by different

experimental inputs allows us to examine the assumptions made in the experiment. We also

extend numerical studies to the dissociative ionization of H2 by modeling the ionization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Atom and molecules in a strong field

Strong-field physics is built upon the fact that an external force can be used to manip-

ulate the internal motion of an atom or molecule, inducing processes such as excitation,

dissociation and ionization. To realize this, one first needs to generate a sufficiently intense

field. In principle, one may produce such a strong field by focusing light sources, such as

sunlight, into a small area. However, one would quickly realize that this attempt is bound

to fail. Sunlight, which is the visible radiation from hot plasma in the sun, produces about

0.12 W/cm2 intensity on the earth surface. To obtain some sense of how effective this field

is on the microscopic level, recall that the electric field at the 1s orbital of electron inside

of hydrogen atom in the Bohr-model is 1 a.u., or an intensity of 3.5× 1016 W/cm2 using a

sinusoidal field. By this estimate, one would have to construct a concave mirror the size of

Kansas and focus the sunlight into the area of one pixel in a computer screen in order to

achieve equivalent intensity.

Fortunately, “light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation”, namely the laser,

provides an artificial light source that can be controlled in a much more feasible manner.

The microscopic emissions in a laser system can be superposed constructively to form an

instantaneous, strong field. Significant improvement has been made to generate more intense

lasers in the recent few decades, which is largely attributed to the invention of the chirped
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pulse amplification [3] and the self-mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser system [4]. These emerged

laser techniques have made it possible to generate an intense field comparable to the internal

binding field inside atoms and molecules. It is not uncommon for contemporary research

laboratories to generate a laser beam reaching up to the intensity of 1018 W/cm2 [5, 6].

With the capability to generate an intense field, one can promote rich dynamics of atoms

and molecules and many interesting phenomena in these regime have been discovered.

For atoms, an intense field can strip electrons from the core and the ionized electron were

found to absorb an excess amount of photons during ionization and lead to multiple photon

peaks in the ionization spectra, which was first discovered by Agostini in 1979 [7] and later

referred to as the above-threshold ionization [8, 9]. The mechanism of atomic ionization is

commonly characterized into two regimes, multiphoton and tunneling, which was originally

proposed by Keldysh in the 1960s [10]. These two regimes are distinguished by the value

of the so-called Keldysh parameter, the ratio of the binding energy of the atom and the

ponderomotive energy of the ionized electron in the field. The continual development on the

ionization mechanism was summarized by Popov in Ref. [11]. In an intense field, especially

in the tunneling regime, the ionized electron can gain a significant amount of energy from

the field and rescatter with the parent ions [12], leading to double ionization, recombination

etc. One very important consequence of rescattering is the emission of harmonic radiation,

which opens up an possibility for generating broad bandwidth attosecond pulses [13–15].

For molecules, an even richer variety of dynamics in the intense field can be explored.

Early studies revealed the photodissociation of diatomic molecules by absorbing one pho-

ton as bond-softening, illustrated in H+
2 [16]. Like above-threshold-ionization, molecules

can also dissociate by absorbing excessive number of photons, leading to above-threshold

dissociation [17, 18]. Besides dissociation, nuclear rotation is also studied extensively with

the aid of laser pulse. An intense laser field can drive Raman transitions by exchanging

angular momenta with the system. This brought about topics of the laser-induced molec-

ular alignment and orientation [19, 20]. Recently, a sequence of pulses was used to align a
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difluoroiodobenzene molecule in three-dimensions [21], making performing molecular frame

measurements possible. Another broad class of applications of intense fields is the light-

induced coherent control [22–24], which aims to drive a system to desired states, or in a

practical point of view, control the final chemical products. To this end, many experimental

techniques have been developed to explore this area, such as pump-probe scheme [25, 26],

phase-tagging technique [27] and pulse shaping [28]. The control capability of laser pulse

has extended to polyatomic systems, allowing one to manipulate torsion within the chemical

compounds [29, 30] and control isomerization [31].

All of the topics mentioned above are merely the tip of the iceberg of the contemporary

atomic, molecular and optical physics research. Being fully aware of the diversity of the

atomic and molecular systems as well as the vast choices of intense laser tools, we are

mostly interested in one specific subject, laser-induced phenomena by a few-cycle pulse.

Such interest rises not only from the fact there have been wide-ranging discussions among

the community over the years, which we will summarize in the next section, but also that

we find that these phenomena can be understood universally.

1.2 General carrier-envelope phase effects

A few-cycle pulse can be described in a generic carrier-envelope form, E0(t) cos(ωt + ϕ).

The relative phase ϕ, the so called the carrier-envelope phase (CEP), provides a “knob” for

controlling an intense field, triggering enormous scientific interest in its applications.

The CEP-stabilized intense laser developed in the late 90s [32, 33], allows researchers to

study the phase dependence of observables. Such effects in strong field studies were first dis-

covered experimentally in photoionization of noble gas atoms [34, 35], where photoelectrons

were shown to be preferentially emitted in one direction. It was clearly demonstrated that

this asymmetry is sensitive to the CEP of the pulse [36–39]. Theoretical studies were de-

veloped aiming to retrieve the CEP from the photoelectron spectra [40–43]. This led to the

development of the phase-tagging technique that allows the CEP-sensitive measurements to
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be performed more efficiently [27, 44–46]. Such strong CEP dependence in photoelectron

dynamics is not unique to atoms, but is also found in molecules [47, 48] and nano-scale ob-

jects [49–51]. At the same time, the ionized electrons can be driven back to recombine with

the parent ions and emit high harmonic radiation, which is frequently described with the

three-step model introduced by Corkum [52], Kulander et al. [53], and later supported by

Lewenstein et al. [54]. Based on this model, the kinetic energy of the rescattered electrons

sensitively depends on the instantaneous waveform, which can be controlled by the CEP.

The HHG spectrum will be modulated accordingly [55–62].

Similar CEP effects exist in the dissociation of molecules by a few-cycle pulse. It was

firstly predicted by Roudnev et al. that HD+ and H+
2 can dissociate asymmetrically along

the polarization direction controlled by the CEP [63]. Many theoretical calculations also

revealed similar effects of few-cycle pulses on molecular systems [64–74]. The first experi-

mental observation of the CEP-controlled spatial asymmetry was reported in the dissocia-

tive ionization of D2 [75]. The subsequent measurements reaffirmed that one can vary the

CEP to manipulate the spatial asymmetry of the fragments in the dissociative ionization

of HD [76], CO [77–79], H2 [80], DCl [81] and the photodissociation of H+
2 [1, 2], among

which the CEP-dependent total yields were also observed in Ref. [2, 78, 79, 82]. Recently, it

has been demonstrated that CEP can be used to control different fragmentation channels of

polyatomic molecules such as acetylene (C2H2), ethylene (C2H4), butadiene (C2H6) [83] and

H2+
3 [84, 85]. At the same time, there has also been substantial effort to enhance the CEP

effects by employing wavelengths longer than those of the Ti:Sapphire laser [67, 68, 86, 87].

Besides the traditional strong-field studies such as ionization and dissociation, CEP

effects can be found ubiquitously in processes triggered by a few-cycle pulse. The CEP of

a radio frequency few-cycle pulse was found effective to manipulate the ejection direction

of electrons from a Rydberg atom [88], and to manipulate the population of the Zeeman

sublevels of ground state Rb [89]. Lötstedt et al. demonstrated theoretically that the

CEP can be used to control a nuclear reaction induced by an extreme field [90]. Further
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applications of CEP effects in atomic and molecular processes can be found in the review

collections [5, 8, 91, 92].

1.3 Goal of the study

It is not difficult to notice that CEP-related studies have permeated through the literature.

Yet understanding various physical processes on a case-to-case basis can be challenging and

overwhelming. In this thesis, we intend to extend our studies of CEP effects based on

general framework [93], which will be explained in Chapter 2 and referred as photon-phase

formalism throughout this thesis. We apply this formalism in our studies and consolidate

the understanding of the physical phenomena induced by a few-cycle intense pulse. For

multiple reasons, I choose the simplest molecule, H+
2 , as a numerical showcase to demonstrate

phenomena induced by a few-cycle pulse. First, H+
2 is comprised of only three charged

particles, which allows us to solve the TDSE including vibration, rotation and excitation;

second, its well-separated electronic structure in energy permits using only a handful of states

to represent the electronic dynamics under certain limits, simplifying the physical picture;

third, theory-experiment comparisons on this target can be conducted to seek quantitative

agreement. Besides, all knowledge gained from this system can be naturally translated to

other systems, since the photon-phase formalism is completely general. In this way, H+
2

provides solid physical insights due to the fewer assumptions made as required for solving

more complicated molecules, but the value of this dissertation will not be limited by the

system chosen.

On the other hand, I also allocate part of this dissertation to focus on how to compare our

full-dimensional TDSE calculation for H+
2 to the experimental data with minimal physical

approximation. This is extremely important because part of goal for studying a simple

system such as H+
2 is to conduct quantitative theory-experiment comparison, which is usually

scarce in the studies of strong field phenomena.
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1.4 Structure of the dissertation

In Chapter 2, I start with the characterization of a few-cycle pulse. By recognizing the

underlying periodicity of the carrier-envelope phase in the Hamiltonian, we are able to

derive a general formalism to build our intuition of strong-field phenomena in terms of the

photon pathways. The photon interpretation is given in relation to the Floquet picture,

and is exemplified by decomposing the photon structures in the above-threshold-ionization

(ATI) [8] spectra from a hydrogen atom.

In Chapter 3, I lay out the details of our full-dimensional TDSE calculation for H+
2

and the analysis within the context of the photon-phase formalism. The mathematical

formulation of the problem provides the framework for the diatomic studies in the remainder

of the dissertation.

In Chapter 4, the rotation of H+
2 subjected to a strong field is studied extensively. Post-

pulse alignment(PPA) is highlighted during photodissociation using a mid-infrared pulse,

and its impact can be extended to heavy diatomic systems. This emphasizes the necessity

of including rotation in photodissociation in order to evaluate the momentum distribution

correctly, which plays an important role in studying the spatial asymmetry of the dissociative

fragments in Chapters 5 – 7.

In Chapter 5, I discuss the CEP-controlled asymmetric dissociation of H+
2 and the

possibility of enhancing these CEP effects with longer wavelengths in comparison to the

Ti:Sapphire laser.

In Chapter 6, I apply our theory to make quantitative comparisons with two recently

reported experiments [1, 2]. The experimental data and calculations agree well, although

some discrepancies highlight the need for including higher channels and using a realistic

spectrum.

In Chapter 7, the dissociative ionization of H2 is briefly covered with close relation

to the studies of the molecular ions in the previous chapters. Through modeling of the

ionization step, similar asymmetric dissociation is observed and the results are compared
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with contemporary literature.
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Chapter 2

Photon-phase formalism

2.1 Basic formalism

2.1.1 Periodicity of carrier-envelope phase and Fourier expansion

To demonstrate that this is a general approach to study the phenomena of atoms and

molecules triggered by a few-cycle pulse, we start deriving our photon-phase formalism

from the Schrödinger equation in a generic form. We follow the procedure outlined in

Refs [64, 93]. An arbitrary system is governed by a time-independent Hamiltonian H0 and

the time-dependent field-matter interaction V (t). We express the laser-matter interaction

in the length gauge V (t) = −E(t) ·d in terms of the instantaneous field and dipole operator,

although it can be equivalently represented in any gauge. The instantaneous electric field

of a few-cycle pulse takes the form

E(t) = E0(t) cos(ωt+ ϕ), (2.1)

where E0(t) is the envelope of the pulse, ω and ϕ are the center frequency and the carrier-

envelope phase (CEP), respectively. The field can be alternatively defined in a more general

form by the Fourier transform,

E(t) =

∫ ∞
−∞
Ẽ(ω′)eiω

′t+iϕdω′, (2.2)

where Ẽ(ω) is the complex amplitude of the Fourier-transform of the pulse, and then ϕ

is merely a constant phase in the frequency domain. In either form, the key property
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E(ϕ; t) = E(ϕ+ 2π; t) holds, hence the laser-matter interaction can be generically expressed

as V (ϕ; t) with a periodicity of 2π in ϕ in the TDSE,[
H0 + V (ϕ; t)

]
Ψ(ϕ; t) = i

∂

∂t
Ψ(ϕ; t). (2.3)

Since ϕ does not participate in the TDSE as a dynamical variable, it permits a Fourier

expansion of the wavefunction:

Ψ(ϕ; t) =
∑
m

Ψm(t)eimϕ, (2.4)

where the expansion coefficients Ψm are independent of the CEP and all ϕ dependence

can be analytically separated into the Fourier basis. These expansion coefficient Ψm can

be arbitrarily multiplied a phase Ψm(t) = φm(t)eimωt without changing its magnitude. We

can substitute this expression combined with Eq. (2.4) into Eq (2.3), which leads to the

CEP-Fourier equation,

(H0 +mω)φm(t)− 1

2
E0(t) · d

[
φm−1(t) + φm+1(t)

]
= i

∂

∂t
φm(t). (2.5)

Then only the envelope E0(t) is involved in the equation. Consequently, each channel φm

is governed by the Hamiltonian dressed by integer multiples of the photon energy ω, and

coupled to its neighboring channels by the pulse envelope. We associate the quantum number

m with net number of photons because Eq. (2.5) in the long pulse limit will reduce to the

Floquet equation where photon is defined [64, 93], which will be seen more clearly in the

remainder of this chapter. One can solve Eq. (2.5) for Ψm and evaluate the ϕ-dependent

wavefunction Ψ(ϕ; t) from Ψm by Eq. (2.4). Thus the parametric ϕ-dependence in the

projection of the wave function on any eigenstate |Ω〉 can be expressed explicitly as

|〈Ω|Ψ〉|2 =
∑
m

|〈Ω|Ψm〉|2

+
∑
m,m′

m6=m′

〈Ω|Ψm′〉∗〈Ω|Ψm〉ei(m−m
′)ϕ. (2.6)
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This expression gives an interpretation that the modulation of any observables caused by

CEP can be considered as the interference of different photon channels, regardless of the

physical system. This robust mathematical formalism combined with an intuitive physical

picture provides a powerful tool for treating multiphoton processes induced by a few-cycle

pulse.

2.1.2 Fourier analysis procedure

The CEP-Fourier equation (2.5) has its merits and drawbacks. This approach is particularly

useful because it separates the CEP dependence from the wavefunctions analytically so that

all effects caused by CEP can be understood universally. However, performing actual calcu-

lations based on this formalism is not particularly efficient for large problems. Even though

a single CEP-Fourier calculation solves once for all CEPs, it introduces extra channels and

the couplings in between. As a result, one calculation for the CEP-Fourier equation usually

takes much longer than the original TDSE if many photon channels are occupied within the

strong field.

With the exact periodic relation in Eq. (2.4), we can solve the regular TDSE with a set

of different CEPs and then discrete Fourier transform the wave function Ψ(ϕk; t) to obtain

the photon information,

Ψm(t) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

Ψ(ϕk; t)e
−imϕk , (2.7)

where N is the number of sampling points of ϕ. This normalization is chosen to ensure

that Eq. (2.4) holds. The Fourier analysis approach is mathematically equivalent to solving

the CEP-Fourier equation. However, performing the Fourier analysis does offer significant

advantages over its counterpart. To solve the CEP-Fourier equation, one needs to ensure

that the range of m in the calculation is sufficiently large in order to contain the wavefunction

throughout the propagation. This usually means that the range of m is larger than the states

are physically occupied. On the other hand, a regular TDSE calculation with a definite CEP

does not have this truncation error and thus preserves all photon information. Instead,
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truncation errors for this Fourier analysis approach only come sampling from a finite set

of CEPs in the Fourier transform. By sampling equally-spaced CEPs for the transform in

Eq. (2.7), one can resolve only N distinct frequencies with N CEPs points, which typically

means one can obtain at most N photon channels. However, given the condition that the

wavefunction is exactly periodic Ψ(ϕ; t) = Ψ(ϕ + 2π; t), one can derive the error from the

Fourier transform by Eq. (2.7) for the mth channel analytically as [94]

∆Ψm =
∞∑
q=1

(Ψm−qN + Ψm+qN). (2.8)

From the expression above, the sampling error for Ψm is physically contributed by the

photon channels that are ±N , ±2N , ... photons apart. This offers a significant advantage

of using “photon” as a physical argument to estimate errors. To make it more concrete, it

is more helpful to project Eq. (2.8) onto a field-free energy basis,

〈E|∆Ψm〉 =
∞∑
q=1

(
〈E|Ψm−qN〉+ 〈E|Ψm+qN〉

)
. (2.9)

For example, if 4 CEP points are used for the transform in Eq (2.7), there are only 4 unique

Ψm for m ranging from −∞ to ∞, whereas Ψm, Ψm±4, Ψm±8 ... are identical. However,

since the error to 〈E|∆Ψm〉 is only contributed by the physical photon channels that are 4

photons apart, the actual error from sampling is expected to be exponentially small in the

energy region where m-photon process dominates.

Therefore, in terms of observables, the CEP points needed for extracting photon channels

can be much smaller than the number of the occupied photon channels. This will be illus-

trated with photoionization of hydrogen atom in Sec. 2.2. Unlike solving the CEP-Fourier

equation in the truncated photon blocks, the errors in the Fourier analysis do not affect

the time propagation. Furthermore, in terms of computation, breaking one CEP-Fourier

calculation into several independent regular TDSE calculations is convenient to compute in

parallel.

Recognizing this general periodic ϕ-dependence not only helps build this photon-phase

formalism, but it can also minimize the repetitive averaging step when one intends to eval-
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uate a CEP-averaged observable. For example, in Ref. [95], calculations with 12 different

CEP values were performed in order to evaluate the photoelectron spectra of hydrogen atom,

in which, according to our formalism, only three to four CEPs are needed to extract same

amount of information since we do not expect large overlap of many photon channels in

energy given the 6.3-fs 760-nm pulse in Ref. [95].

2.1.3 Relation to Floquet

Equation (2.5) appears to be very similar to the conventional Floquet approach for treating

a system in a periodic field. The standard Floquet method [96] takes advantage of the

periodicity of the Hamiltonian in time in the continuous-wave laser field, V (t) = V (t + T )

and T = 2π/ω, and applies the Floquet theorem to solve
[
H0 + V (t)

]
Ψ(t) = i∂tΨ(t).

Mathematically, the theorem allows one to separate the non-periodic component of the

wavefunction from the periodic part by introducing the quasienergy ε,

Ψ(t) = e−iεt
∑
m

Φme
imωt, (2.10)

where Φm is time-independent. Therefore, the time-dependent problem can be solved equiv-

alently as a multi-channel eigenvalue problem:

∑
m

(
Hm′m + δm′mmω

)
Φm = εΦm′ , (2.11)

where

Hm′m =
1

T

∫ T

0

e−im
′ωt
[
H0 + V (t)

]
eimωtdt. (2.12)

More importantly, the relation between this individual term of the expansion, referred to

as the Floquet or field-dressed states, to the number of photon states in the quantized

field picture was first recognized in Ref [97]. This provides one way to understand physical

processes in terms of photons despite the fact the field is not inherently quantized in our

Schrödinger equation. Notice that if the interaction is given the length gauge form V (t) =
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−E0 cos(ωt) · d, Eq. (2.11) becomes

(H0 +mω)Φm −
1

2
E0 · d

[
Φm−1 + Φm+1

]
= εΦm. (2.13)

The expression above is equivalent to Eq. (2.5) in the long pulse limit, which identifies the

individual terms in Eq. (2.5), Ψm(t), as photon channels.

As pulsed lasers move away from the monochromatic limit in order to study molecular

and electronic dynamics on short time scales, it becomes troublesome to apply the stan-

dard Floquet approaches because the basic assumption of a time-periodic Hamiltonian no

longer holds. Generalizations such as the adiabatic Floquet approach [98, 99] or two-time

operator [100], need to be made in order to apply the Floquet theorem in the non-periodic

field.

Our photon-phase formalism does not rely on the Floquet theorem but only the periodic-

ity of CEP. Therefore, the expansion in Eq. (2.4) is not limited by the pulse duration. Even

in the few-cycle regime, our formalism still offers a mathematically exact decomposition

of the wave function, so that we can understand physical problems in terms of “photons”,

while the photon energy has a bandwidth determined by the pulse envelope.

2.2 Hydrogen ionization in a strong field

To give an example, we apply our method to explain a well-known phenomenon, above

threshold ionization (ATI) [7, 9] from a hydrogen atom, where an electron absorbs photons

in excess of the minimum number required for ionization, and exhibits multiple peaks in the

photoelectron spectrum separated by the photon energy.

2.2.1 Photon-decomposed ATI spectrum

A 1s state hydrogen is exposed to a 5 fs linearly polarized pulse with a central angular fre-

quency ω = 0.165 a.u., corresponding to 4.5 eV in energy. A finite-difference scheme [101]

is applied to solve the three-dimensional hydrogen problem with a spherical harmonic ex-

pansion for the angular dependence. The numerical code is adapted from an existing 3D
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Figure 2.1: Hydrogen atom total ATI spectra and its individual photon channels from
Fourier analysis. The laser parameters are ω = 4.5 eV for both calculations and (a) τFWHM =
5 fs, I0 = 2.0× 1013 W/cm2 (b) τFWHM = 5 fs, I0 = 4.0× 1014 W/cm2. The total spectrum
is chosen to be the calculation with ϕ = 0. The individual photon channels are extracted
from 5 sets of calculations with equally spaced CEPs.

code for solving TDSE in full dimensionality for H+
2 [102]. We will skip the mathemati-

cal formulation and refer to the similar treatment for H+
2 in Chapter 3. The observable

of particular interest here is the kinetic energy spectrum of the photoelectron. The dif-

ferential spectrum with respect to energy is converged to about 2 digits across the energy

range shown in Fig. 2.1. To decompose the photon channel contribution, we performed 5

calculations with different ϕ that are equally spaced in the range from 0 to 2π. Performing

discrete-Fourier-transform on these sets of wavefunctions yields the photon channels.
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The decomposed photon contribution is plotted along with the total ATI spectrum as

a comparison. In Fig. 2.1(a), the spectrum reveals well-separated peak structures in loga-

rithmic scale with a spacing of 4.5 eV. As the intensity is increased to 4 × 1014 W/cm2 in

Fig. 2.1(b), the ionization yield grows substantially and more complex structures appear.

Nevertheless, the dominant peaks separated by the photon energy are still recognizable.

It is very important to notice that, even for a pulse duration as long as 7 cycles, where

CEP effects are expected to be small, our analysis still holds as long as the sampling points

are sufficient to extract high-frequency ϕ-components. Therefore, Fourier analysis can be

applied to analyze physical processes involving of thousands of photons such as microwave

interaction with Rydberg states [88]. It is the periodicity of the CEP in the Hamiltonian

which allows us to employ the analysis in a wide range of problems.

2.2.2 Intensity-dependent shift

Another well-known feature observed in Fig. 2.1 is the ponderomotive shift. Electrons

absorb an excessive number of photons from the field and get ionized. In the presence of

a strong field, the ionized electron quivers with the field, which requires additional energy

for the quivering motion. This quivering motion will diminish as the field fades away, thus

the kinetic energy of such motion, the ponderomotive energy Up, does not contribute to the

final kinetic energy of the electron. Therefore, the position of the m-photon ATI peak will

be shifted by Up = E0
2/(4ω2), defined as the cycle-averaged kinetic energy of the electron,

Em = mω − Ip − Up (2.14)

where Ip is the binding energy of the electron. It suggests, for example, that the 4ω peak

should be at 4.2 eV and 1.5 eV for 3 × 1013 W/cm2 and 4 × 1014 W/cm2, respectively.

In Fig. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b), the most prominent photon peaks are located at the designated

positions.

Given the simple assumption of the Hamiltonian being a periodic function of CEP,

our photon-phase formalism in interpreting observables can be applied it in more complex
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physical problems where photon signatures are no longer obvious in observables. This will

apply in detail in the H+
2 study in the next chapter.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we present a general analysis scheme for the solutions of a TDSE in order

to extract photon channels. This analysis is constructed based on the periodicity of the

carrier-envelope phase of the electric field instead of time, which is completely independent

of the system itself. This analysis allows one to extract the photon information from several

independent calculations directly, instead of solving the CEP-Fourier equation, as a result

saving computation time. We demonstrate the strengths of the analysis method in an

example of hydrogen ionization in a strong field. We show that the analysis can reproduce

the photon features that are consistent with the current knowledge of the ionization process.
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Chapter 3

Full-dimensional H+
2 TDSE

3.1 Coupled-channel equation

We solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation within the Born-Oppenheimer (BO)

representation. In particular, we include all nuclear degrees of freedom and allow for elec-

tronic excitation to higher manifolds. However, since including ionization within the BO

representation is highly nontrivial—and a full-dimensional treatment of H+
2 without the

BO representation is not currently tractable—we will neglect ionization. Consequently, to

ensure that our calculations still accurately reflect reality, we will limit the intensities we

consider to those at which ionization is negligible.

We obtain the electronic states Φ for the BO representation by solving the field-free

adiabatic equation in the body frame using prolate spheroidal coordinates ξ and η [103]:

HadΦnΛσz(R; ξ, η) = UnΛσz(R)ΦnΛσz(R; ξ, η). (3.1)

In this expression, R is the internuclear distance, Had is the fixed-R Hamiltonian, n is the

separated-atom principal quantum number, Λ is the absolute value of the projection of the

electronic orbital angular momentum onto the internuclear axis, and σz is the reflection of

the electronic coordinates with respect to the z = 0 plane in the body frame. Note that

the usual gerade and ungerade symmetries correspond to positive and negative values of

(−1)Λσz, respectively. The potentials UnΛσz(R) are illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Potentials curves for H+
2 up to n = 3 manifold.

The total wave function can thus be written in the laboratory frame as

Ψ(R, r, t) =
∑
βJM

FβJM(R, t)

R
ΩJπ
MΛ(θ, φ, χ)Φβ(R; ξ, η), (3.2)

including the nuclear rotation via the symmetrized symmetric top wave function ΩJπ
MΛ [103,

104]. Its arguments are the Euler angles—the first two of which, θ and φ, are the spherical

polar angles of the internuclear vector and χ is the azimuthal angle of the electron in the body

frame. Besides Λ, the indices of Ω are the total orbital angular momentum J , its projection

M on the laboratory-frame z axis, and the total parity π. The index β collectively represents

all indices other than J and M .

In the length gauge, the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is (atomic units are used

throughout)

i
∂

∂t
Ψ =

(
− 1

2µ
∇2
R +Had − E(t) · d

)
Ψ (3.3)

with µ the reduced mass of the nuclei, d the system’s dipole moment operator, and E the
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laser’s electric field. Explicitly,

E(t) = E0e
−t2/τ2

cos(ωt+ ϕ) ẑ (3.4)

in which ω is the carrier frequency, ϕ is the CEP, and E0 is the peak electric field. The

pulse length τ is related to the full-width-half-maximum of the pulse intensity τFWHM by

τ = τFWHM/
√

2 log 2. We will use this analytical form to characterize the laser pulse in the

calculations throughout this dissertation unless stated otherwise explicitly.

Substituting Ψ from Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.3) and integrating out the electronic and

angular coordinates yields the coupled nuclear equations that we propagate:

i
∂

∂t
FβJM =

(
− 1

2µ

∂2

∂R2
+
J(J + 1)− Λ2

2µR2
+ Uβ

)
FβJM

−
∑
β′J ′

〈ΦβΩJπ
MΛ|E(t) · d|Φβ′ΩJ ′π′

MΛ′〉Fβ′J ′M (3.5)

We take the initial condition in all cases presented here to be J=0 and M=0, although

we consider various initial vibrational states. Since the laser field is linearly polarized

and M is initially zero, we simplified the notation in Eq. (3.5) to exclude a sum over

M . Additionally, we have neglected both the Coriolis and non-Born-Oppenheimer coupling

terms. However, since we purposefully limit the maximum intensity to keep the excitation

of the n=2 manifold—and thus hopefully ionization as well—small, including only the 1sσg

and 2pσu channels is a very good approximation. With only these two channels, both the

Coriolis and non-Born-Oppenheimer coupling are zero, making our treatment essentially

exact within this electronic subspace. The remainder of our analysis and discussion will

thus be limited to this subspace unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.

3.2 Numerical details

TheR-dependence in Eq. (3.5) is discretized using a generalized finite difference method [101,

105, 106] with the distribution of points in R chosen according to the local wavelength in

the lowest electronic channel 1sσg. We choose the highest energy to be 0.15 a.u. above the
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thresholds so that the oscillation of the wave function below this energy should be well rep-

resented in our radial grid. The choice of convergence parameters such as grid density, time

step and box size vary according to the goals of the projects. We refer to these numerical

details in Appendix B.

We use a split-operator scheme to evaluate the short-time propagator, separating the

R- and J-dependent terms in the exponential [102]. The propagation is thus effected by

successive applications of one-dimensional propagators in R and J , respectively. These

propagators are evaluated using the Crank-Nicolson method (a Padé approximation to the

exponential short-time evolution operator).

Since we inherently neglect ionization in our formalism, we have to try to ensure this

process is not important in our calculations. For example, in all calculations presented

in Chapters 4 and 5, we believe ionization to be negligibly small at the given intensities

(≤ 1014 W/cm2) because a calculation including the n = 2 manifold of states showed that

their contribution to dissociation was never more than 2% at any time during the pulse

for v = 6; the final dissociation probability is typically much smaller. For higher initial

vibrational states, the n = 2 population may reach up to 5%, but these contributions

will be suppressed when the initial Franck-Condon vibrational distribution is considered in

Sec. 5.1.3. Based on the argument that ionization should be smaller than excitation, we

thus believe that we can reasonably neglect ionization. While the excited manifolds are not

a perfect surrogate for ionization, they provide the best indication of ionization available.

As a consequence of the small n = 2 population, we can further restrict our calculation

to the lowest two channels to a very good approximation at all but the highest intensities,

simplifying the calculations considerably. This approximation was used in the calculations

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 since the intensity used is below 1014 W/cm2, while we

included the n = 2 manifold in the calculations shown in Chapters 6 and 7 as a way to

gauge the errors from neglecting ionization at very high intensities.

As required by Maxwell’s equations, the DC component of the pulse has to be zero, we
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therefore must choose the starting and ending point of the time propagation to satisfy this

condition. For example, for the calculations using the Gaussian pulse described by Eq. (3.4),

the times were chosen such that the intensity of the envelope reaches 107 W/cm2. This choice

for tmin and tmax produces a DC impulse—i.e.,
∫ tmax

tmin
E(t)dt—ranging from 0.00044 a.u. to

0.0012 a.u. across the intensities and frequencies considered in Chapters 4 and 5.

We must also verify that a sufficient number of partial waves have been included to

achieve convergence. To be more specific, a 2000-nm calculation for I = 1014 W/cm2 and

τFWHM = 3 cycles populates up to 74 partial waves with the probability of highest partial

wave being 10−7 during the propagation.

We have chosen all of these parameters such that the total dissociation probabilities are

converged to 3 digits within the 1sσg-2pσu subspace (recall that the higher n contribute at

most in the second digit). We thus expect the differential quantities discussed below to be

converged to be at least 2 digits in the region we are interested.

3.3 Extracting observables

The most differential observable we can calculate in the present case is the relative mo-

mentum distribution of the nuclei. Every other observable of interest can be calculated

from it. The momentum distribution is obtained by projecting the final wave function onto

the energy-normalized, incoming-wave scattering state Ψ
(−)
K,1s with the H atom in the 1s

state [69, 107]:

∂2P

∂E∂θK
=

∫ ∣∣〈K, 1s|Ψ(tf )〉|2dφK

= 2π
∣∣∣ ∑
J even

CJgYJ0(θK) +
∑
J odd

CJuYJ0(θK)
∣∣∣2. (3.6)

In this expression,

CJp = (−i)Je−iδJp〈EJp|FpJ(tf )〉 (3.7)

with (p = g, u) since β reduces to p when restricted to the n=1 manifold; K represents the

relative momentum between H and p; and θK is the angle between K and the polarization
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direction ẑ. The state |EJp〉 is the energy-normalized scattering state with standing-wave

boundary conditions. Asymptotically, Ψ
(−)
K,1s reduces to a direct product of a plane wave

for the nuclei and a 1s atomic orbital for the electron on one of the nuclei (which nucleus

cannot be determined since they are identical).

To characterize the CEP effects, we will use what has become the standard parameter—

the normalized asymmetry:

A(E) =

(
dPup

dE
− dPdown

dE

)/(
dPup

dE
+
dPdown

dE
+ ∆

)
(3.8)

where ∆ is a cut-off parameter that prevents uninteresting enhancement of A(E) by small

yields. We will set ∆ to be 1% of the maximum yield evaluated from the individual initial

states, reflecting, in part, the numerical accuracy we expect (see Sec. 3.2). The up and down

probabilities are obtained by integrating over the upper and lower hemispheres (in the lab

frame),

dPup

dE
=

∫ π/2

0

∂2P

∂E∂θK
sin θKdθK ,

dPdown

dE
=

∫ π

π/2

∂2P

∂E∂θK
sin θKdθK . (3.9)

The details of the derivation can be found in Ref. [107].

3.4 Interpreting the results

To understand the observables we calculate, we will employ the photon-phase representation

we introduced in Chapter. 2. This exact representation takes advantage of the fact that the

Hamiltonian—and thus Ψ—depends periodically on ϕ. One may thus write Ψ as a Fourier

series

Ψ(ϕ; t) =
∞∑

m=−∞

eimϕψm(t) (3.10)

where the index m is interpreted as the net number of photons exchanged with the field [64,

93].
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Combining Eq. (3.10) with ψm = eimωtφm, Eq. (3.2), and Eq. (3.5)—i.e., replacing FβJM

from Eq. (3.2) by
∑
FmβJMe

imωt—gives

i
∂

∂t
FmβJ =

(
− 1

2µ

∂2

∂R2
+
J(J + 1)

2µR2
+ Uβ +mω

)
FmβJ

− 1

2

∑
β′J ′

〈ΦβΩJπ
00 |E0(t) · d|Φβ′ΩJ ′π′

00 〉 (Fm−1β′J ′ + Fm+1β′J ′) (3.11)

where E0(t) is the pulse envelope from Eq. (3.4) and we have dropped the M label since

M = 0 in all of our calculations. Being coupled equations in m, however, the computational

demands of original problem get multiplied by the number of photon blocks needed for

convergence. Although the calculation needs only to be done once, its increased demand is

usually prohibitive. As we introduced in Chapter 2, we can solve the original TDSE for Ψ

at several ϕ and Fourier transform the results to obtain ψm for interpretation.

In the photon-phase representation, Eq. (3.6) becomes

∂2P

∂E∂θK
= 2π

∣∣∣ ∑
Jm even

CmJgYJ0(θK)eimϕ

+
∑

Jm odd

CmJuYJ0(θK)eimϕ
∣∣∣2. (3.12)

with

CmJp = (−i)Je−iδJp〈EJp|FmpJ(tf )〉. (3.13)

In Eq. (3.12), we have used the fact that the initial J = 0 state has even parity to limit

the sums over m according to the dipole selection rules. The quantities needed for the

normalized spatial asymmetry A are then the differential asymmetry

∂2P

∂E∂θK

∣∣∣
up
− ∂2P

∂E∂θK

∣∣∣
down

= 8πRe
∑

Jm even
J ′m′ odd

C∗m′J ′uCmJgYJ ′0(θK)YJ0(θK)ei(m−m
′)ϕ (3.14)

and the differential total yield

∂2P

∂E∂θK

∣∣∣
up

+
∂2P

∂E∂θK

∣∣∣
down

= 4πRe
∑

Jm even
J ′m′ even

C∗m′J ′gCmJgYJ ′0(θK)YJ0(θK)ei(m−m
′)ϕ

+ 4πRe
∑

Jm odd
J ′m′ odd

C∗m′J ′uCmJuYJ ′0(θK)YJ0(θK)ei(m−m
′)ϕ. (3.15)
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“Up” and “down” in these expressions refer to angles θK and π − θK , respectively, with

the consequence that the expressions should only be evaluated over one hemisphere or the

other. Moreover, from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), we can see, for instance, that the asymmetry

involves only m−m′ = odd; and the yield, only m−m′ = even. The allowed frequencies in

ϕ are thus determined.

The total KER spectrum can be obtained from Eq. (3.12) by integrating over angles,

giving

dP

dE
= Re

∑
Jmm′ even

C∗m′JgCmJge
i(m−m′)ϕ

+Re
∑

Jmm′ odd

C∗m′JuCmJue
i(m−m′)ϕ. (3.16)

Like the angle-differential expression in Eq. (3.15), only even frequencies in ϕ are possible

in the total KER spectrum.

3.5 Summary

In this section, we described the mathematical formulation used to solve the full-dimensional

H+
2 in a linearly polarized pulse within the BO representation. Observables such as differen-

tial momentum distribution, KER spectra and spatial asymmetry were written explicitly in

this chapter. Additionally, we applied our photon-phase formalism introduced in Chapter 2

and separated the carrier-envelope phase dependence of these observables analytically in

terms of the net photon channels.
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Chapter 4

Rovibrational motion in the strong
field

4.1 Importance of the nuclear rotation

Nuclear rotation can be treated in a fairly straightforward manner if the system is vibra-

tionally cold. In this case, rotational phenomena, such as laser-induced alignment and ori-

entation [19, 20, 104, 108–116], can be described by the well-known rigid-rotor model [117].

In this model, it is common to consider nuclear rotation as the interference of different

rotational states. The splitting between the neighboring rotational states is typically on

the order of 10−4 eV, which gives rise to a characteristic time-scale of picosecond. As for

dissociative processes in the intense laser field, the radial kinetic energy is usually on the

order of eV. Given the four order of magnitude difference in nuclear rotational energy and

the radial kinetic energy, nuclear rotation is commonly neglected.

However, such argument based on time-scale does not always hold in the laser-induced

dissociation processes. Even though a typical rotational period is on the order of picosecond,

this time scales inversely with nuclear mass, which makes rotation much more significant for

small molecules such as H+
2 . More importantly, the rotational energy grows quadratically

with the total angular momentum J . Given an intense field, the system can be promoted to

very high rotational states such that rotational energy is no longer negligible compared to

radial kinetic energy. Despite that many studies pointed out that the rotation of this system
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Figure 4.1: The rovibrational energy levels diagram of the H+
2 lowest electronic state,

1sσg. The dashed lines link the rovibrational states associated to the same vibration index
in different rotational states.

may lead to below-threshold-dissociation [118, 119], zero-photon-dissociation [119, 120] and

alignment of fragmentation [102, 118, 121–123], treating H+
2 in restricted dimension [124,

125] is still a favorable approach due to its simplicity.

4.2 Raman transition in photodissociation of the H+
2

Raman transition ubiquitously exists and play a very important role in the dissociation of

the H+
2 by an intense laser field. The external field exchanges angular momenta with the

system and promote rotational states. It is very intuitive to consider these transitions in

terms of the field-free rovibrational states of H+
2 as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Given the small

mass of H+
2 , the energy levels of bound states are lifted significantly as J progresses due

to the rising centrifugal barrier. The system makes a transition in between these states by

absorbing and emitting one photon. In the presence of a linearly polarized light, this Raman

transition takes place according the selection rule J → J, J ± 2. Due to the two-photon

nature of the Raman process, the system can make transitions by exchanging photons with
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the field inelastically. This energy difference is limited by the finite bandwidth of a laser

pulse. Therefore, even though the selection rules have no restriction on the vibrational index,

the system makes transitions much more efficiently in between the rovibrational states that

are energetically close. Sequences of Raman transitions can produce a widespread rotational

distribution, which consequently contributes to the rotation.

An example is given in Fig. 4.2 where the rovibrational distributions after the pulse

are shown. Three pulses with identical pulse envelopes but different center wavelengths —

800 nm, 1200 nm and 1600 nm—are chosen to interact with an initial state v = 6 at J = 0.

The rovibrational distribution of the bound states show very similar features in Fig. 4.2(a),

(c) and (e). The wave functions for three cases are mostly localized in v = 6 of the first few

rotational states, J = 0, 2 and 4. Given the bandwidth of these three pulses are 0.16 eV,

while the vibrational spacings near v = 6 is about 0.2 eV, the pulse does not promote

transitions between different v very efficiently. However, as J increases, the EvJ → Ev,J±2

are not longer energetically the closest, hence Raman transitions tend to populate states

with different vibrational indices. As a result, the vibrational distributions in higher Js

spread out.

The physical processes become more complicated when dissociation is also involved.

Figure 4.2 (b) (d) and (f) show much stronger wavelength dependence in the continuum

states. For 800 nm, the dissociation occurs mostly via net one photon, therefore the odd

Js are occupied. On the other hand, 1200 nm dissociates mostly via net two photons

hence the even J channels are occupied. For even longer wavelength, both even and odd

J states are populated in Fig. 4.2(c). Even though H+
2 does not require many photons to

dissociate energetically, the dissociative wave functions usually exhibit wide distribution in

J , indicating multiphoton processes. At this point, Fig. 4.2 demonstrates how significant

the Raman transitions are in the study of H+
2 interacting with a few-cycle pulse. We will

discuss the consequences of such Raman transitions in the rest of this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: (a)(c)(e)The rovibrational distribution of the bound states and (b)(e)(f) the
J distribution for the continuum states. The blue and red lines in (b)(e)(f) indicate the
electronic states 1sσg and 2pσu, respectively. Three sets of calculations start from the same
vibrational states v = 6 with a 11.25 fs pulse of (a)–(b) 800 nm; (c)–(d) 1200 nm; (e)(f)
1600 nm. The peak intensity is 1× 1014 W/cm2.
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4.3 Rovibrational dynamics in the photon-phase pic-

ture

It is curious to see how photons come into play among the significant rovibrational transitions

in the intense field. We can visualize the rovibrational transitions in time within our photon-

phase formalism. To do that, one can view the dynamical process in the diabatic or adiabatic

representation where the adiabaticity is defined by the variation of the field in time.

The diabatic representation is the one where the numerical calculation is performed and

each individual channel is formed from the field-free basis as shown in Eq. (3.11). The

matrix form of Eq. (3.11) from discretizing R is,

i
∂

∂t
FD =

[
− 1

2µ

∂2

∂R2
+ UD + V(t)

]
FD. (4.1)

The diabatic potentials UD, including both centrifugal potential and the electronic potential,

are the diagonal elements in this representation, while the dipole couplings V(t) are off-

diagonal between different channels. Note that in Eq. (4.1), the time dependence come from

the variation of the field envelope. One can perform an unitary transformation at each R,

CFD = FA,

CT
[
UD + V(t)

]
C = FA, (4.2)

so that the adiabatic potential FA is diagonal. The correspondent TDSE in the adiabatic

representation becomes,

i
∂

∂t
FA = − 1

2µ
CT ∂2

∂R2
CFA + UAFA −

[
CTi

∂

∂t
C
]
FA. (4.3)

In this case, new potentials UA becomes time dependent as required from Eq. (4.2). In the

field-free limit, the adiabatic curves UA will reduce to the piecewise combination of diabatic

curves UD because adiabatic potential curves do not cross each other. This crossing points

in UA become avoided-crossings as the field increases. The wavepackets tends to follow the

adiabatic curve when the crossing is avoided when coupling is strong and make transitions at
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the real-crossings otherwise. The adiabatic representation, however, introduces non-diagonal

kinetic energy operator − 1
2µ

CT ∂2

∂R2 C and non-adiabatic coupling CTi ∂
∂t

C.

Both representations are mathematically exact and observables calculated in either rep-

resentation should be identical, yet the preference is given to the one with the most benefits

to help identify physical processes. The diabatic representation treats kinetic energy and

field-free potentials as diagonals. When the transitions between different channels are not

strong, this is the natural choice. However, when an intense field arrives, the wavepack-

ets make transitions between the field-free electronic, rotational or photon channels. The

magnitude of transition dipole in the field is indicated by the size of the gap of the avoided

crossings in the adiabatic potential. In our problem, the energy separation of the gap and the

nuclear kinetic energy are usually comparable. Guided by the calculation, we consider that

the adiabatic representation be more suitable which will be seen in the following subsection.

I will show the evolution of wavepackets during a 20 fs long pulse of 2000 nm wavelength

at the intensity 5× 1013 W/cm2 as an example in both representations. Two pictures gives

different perspectives of the physical motions and transitions.

4.3.1 Diabatic representation

The probability density
∣∣FD

∣∣2 as a function of R for the individual channel is plotted in

Fig. 4.3 on top of the correspondent potential curves. In the diabatic representation, the

initial wave function starts with a single J = 0 state as displayed in Fig. 4.3(a). As the field

progresses, wavepackets propagate towards higher photon-states as well as the higher partial

waves. Restricted by the dipole selection rule in a linearly polarized light, the wavepacket

can only make transitions from (m, J) to (m ± 1, J ± 1) states sequentially. After passing

the peak field of the pulse, significant portion of the wavepackets are visible up to 5ω in

Fig. 4.3(d). However, the wavepackets on 4ω and 5ω channels fade away as the field drops

and slowly merge into the lower photon channels. In the end, most dissociative wavepackets

locate in 3ω channel in Fig. 4.3(f). At the same time, the bound part of the wave function
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Figure 4.3: The snapshots of the evolution of the wave function in the diabatic represen-
tation. The probability density of individual channel is plotted on top of the correspondent
potentials. The blue spot show the instance during the pulse. The plot is based on a calcula-
tion with a 20 fs pulse of 2000 nm wavelength at the intensity 5× 1013 W/cm2. The energy
of the initial state v = 6 is marked by the blue solid line.
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spreads out in the many partial waves of 0ω channel. The rotations energy gained from the

pulse become significant enough to compare with the vibrational motion of the molecule.

In this representation, we can clearly visualize the transitions strictly guided by the

selection rules. However, the locality of the dissociative wavepacket is obscure due to the

transitions between different diabatic channels, and the populated intermediate states may

not directly contribute to the final observables. This is not very helpful for identifying major

physical pathways or predicting observables.

4.3.2 Adiabatic representation

The observables calculated in the adiabatic representation is identical to the diabatic repre-

sentation because the former is simply an unitary transformation from the latter. Neverthe-

less, the adiabatic one provides an alternative perspective in terms of the wavepacket and its

pathways. In Fig. 4.4, the
∣∣FA

∣∣2 is plotted on top of the correspondent adiabatic potential

curves. In the beginning of the pulse, the initial state is obviously not well represented be-

cause an adiabatic channels constantly switch characteristics at each sharp crossing so that

the field-free state can only be in plotted in a piece-wise manner. However, when the field

turns on, the infinitely sharp crossings become smooth avoided crossings due to the field dis-

tortion. Unlike the evolution in the diabatic representation in Fig. 4.3, the wavepackets do

not hop in between different photon channels but follow the distorted potentials smoothly.

In comparing to the correspondent figures in diabatic representation, the Fig. 4.4(c-e) show

a large portion of the wavepacket tunnels out of the initially bounded potentials and move

outwards. Because the wavepackets are localized in fewer channels in the adiabatic repre-

sentation, it is more convenient to consider the dynamics of wavepacket on the potentials

and the major dissociation pathways can be identified.
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Figure 4.4: The same plot as Fig. 4.3 but in the adiabatic representation. The left side
of the adiabatic channels are chopped off because there are too many avoided crossings to
visualize clearly.
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4.4 Post-pulse alignment

Molecules can exchange substantial angular momenta with the field even though the dura-

tion of the pulse can be much shorter than the molecular rotational timescale as shown in

Fig. 4.2. The superposition of these rotational states of bound molecules can lead to rota-

tional revivals [19, 20], which is also referred to as the impulsive alignment. Meanwhile, this

may also lead to a strong angular dependence of dissociative fragments and the possibility

of post-pulse rotations. However, this possible rotational dynamics is often ignored in the

axial recoil approximation (ARA) [126] where the rotational motion is assumed to be frozen

during dissociation. This approximation is more valid for fast electron impact ionization

and XUV photodissociations, where typically the recoil energy is significantly higher than

the rotational energy. However, using an intense infrared laser pulse to dissociate a molecule

may give rise to a much lower kinetic energy release (KER) and high rotational energy, in

which case, the condition required by ARA may not be satisfied.

Multiple cases have indicated the breakdown of ARA. Anis et al. calculated the angular

distribution of the H+
2 and showed that fragments tend to align towards the polarization

direction after a femtosecond pulse [121]. Tong et al. pointed out that post-pulse rotation

must be taken into account in O2 double-ionization [127] in order to reach agreement between

the measured angular distribution [128] and the one predicted by MO-ADK [129]. Wrede

et al. discussed the breakdown of ARA in the photodissociation of Br2 and IBr near the

threshold energy in a semi-classical model [130]. Similar questions were raised in studies of

dissociative electron attachment [131, 132]. Clearly, the limits of ARA have been highlighted

and the treatment beyond ARA becomes a necessity.

In this work, we are specifically interested in the response of individual initial states to

an intense few-cycle pulse. For this case, two factors need to be considered from the very

beginning. First, the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) dependence of the alignment needs to

be considered first because CEP effects are proved to be general for few-cycle pulses [93].

Second, given wide spectral bandwidth and high intensity of a pulse, most initial states are
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able to dissociate through multiple pathways, and they may overlap at the same energies.

Therefore, the traditional treatment to distinguish different dissociation processes by their

characteristic kinetic energy, such as bond softening [16], above threshold dissociation [17], is

no longer feasible. In order to cope with these issues, we apply our photon-phase formalism

to separate photon channels in the solution of the TDSE using the periodicity of the CEP.

We are able to categorize pathways in terms of photon channels without relying on photon

features in observables.

To quantify the overall influence of the post-pulse rotation of dissociating fragments,

we compare two quantities: the expectation value of cos2 θ of the continuum wavefunction

at the end of the laser pulse 〈cos2 θ〉tf and its asymptotic limit 〈cos2 θ〉∞. We define tf as

the time when the intensity drops to 106 W/cm2 and 〈cos2 θ〉tf is evaluated directly from

integrating the continuum wavefunction. The asymptotic alignment parameter 〈cos2 θ〉∞ is

evaluated by integrating the angular distribution,

〈cos2 θ〉∞ =

∫
∂2P

∂θK∂E
cos2 θK sin θKdθKdE. (4.4)

The alignment parameter 〈cos2 θ〉 is properly normalized by dissociation probability. A

deviation between these two quantities reflects the failure of ARA.

4.4.1 Carrier-envelope phase dependence

With the radial amplitudes FmβJ in Eq. (3.11), the expectation value of cos2 θ is written

with photon channels expansions explicitly,

〈cos2 θ〉 =
∑
βJ

〈YJ0| cos2 θ|YJ0〉
∑
m,m′

〈FmβJ |Fm′βJ〉ei(m−m
′)ϕ

+ 2Re

[∑
βJ

〈YJ0| cos2 θ|YJ+2,0〉
∑
m,m′

〈FmβJ |Fm′β,J+2〉ei(m−m
′)ϕ

]
(4.5)

The leading order ϕ dependence comes from the interference of photon channels m and m±2,

because the dipole selection rule forbids the photon channels m and m± 1 share the same

spatial symmetry. For a strong field with a large bandwidth, photon channels may overlap,
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Figure 4.5: (a) Carrier-envelope phase ϕ dependence of 〈cos2 θ〉∞ for v = 10 state of H+
2 .

Laser parameters are 5 × 1013 W/cm2 and τFWHM = 3 cycles. (b)(c)(d) are the diabatic
Floquet curves. The red circle marks 0ω–1ω crossing and the blue one marks 0–3ω crossing.

but the magnitudes of photon channels withm−m′ = 2 at the overlap are expected to be very

small. Therefore, we anticipate very weak CEP dependence of alignment. This statement is

confirmed by Fig. 4.5(a). The calculated 〈cos2 θ〉∞ is modulated by CEP with π-periodicity

on top of the mean value of 〈cos2 θ〉∞(ϕ). The amplitude of the modulations is significantly

smaller than the unity, consistent with our expectation of two photon interferences. Hence
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we will leave CEP dependence out of the discussion in the current Chapter. Furthermore,

we can neglect such cross terms and define the alignment characters of individual photon

channels below,

〈cos2 θ〉(m) =
∑
βJ

〈YJ0| cos2 θ|YJ0〉〈FmβJ |FmβJ〉

+2Re
∑
βJ

〈YJ0| cos2 θ|YJ+2,0〉〈FmβJ |Fmβ,J+2〉, (4.6)

so that

〈cos2 θ〉 ≈
∑
m

〈cos2 θ〉(m). (4.7)

However, this decomposed alignment parameter 〈cos2 θ〉(m) relies on the fact that there is

no significant interference terms in the observables. As a counterexample, the orientation

parameter 〈cos θ〉 can be strongly affected by CEP in a heteronuclear molecular dissocia-

tion [133], in which case the leading term of CEP dependence is the interference between

m and m ± 1 channels. The neighboring channels are more likely to overlap comparing

to the channels m differed by 2. Then the decomposition will no longer be valid without

the interference terms. For a homonuclear system, however, the orientation is irrelevant,

allowing us to identify individual photon channel contribution in Eq. (4.5).

4.4.2 Dissociation probability, alignment parameter and angular
momentum distribution

We find the post-pulse behavior is closely related to the dissociation pathways. To sub-

stantiate this statement, we show the dissociation probability and alignment parameters of

individual initial states under various wavelengths.

The overall features of the post-pulse rotation of the H+
2 photodissociation fragments is

captured in Fig. 4.6(i-l), where more than 10% deviation between 〈cos2 θ〉tf and 〈cos2 θ〉∞ is

found and depicted by the shade. This alerts us the break-down of the ARA and indicates

the fragments are most likely further align towards the polarization direction in the field-free
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Figure 4.6: Row 1: overall alignment parameters 〈cos2 θ〉tf , 〈cos2 θ〉∞. The color of the
shades in between the alignment parameters indicates the trend of the post-pulse rotation.
Blue represents fragments further align and red represents anti-alignment. Row 2: disso-
ciation probability Pd. Row 3 : ∆〈cos2 θ〉 of individual photon channels as the percentage
of 〈cos2 θ〉∞. Row 4: J-distribution of individual photon channels described by 〈J〉 and σJ
(see the definition in the text). the gray strips represent the width σJ of the total angular
momentum distribution. Row 2–4 share the same legend. All quantities above are plotted
as a function of the initial state energy Ev. The numerical results are propagated through a
three cycles Gaussian pulse.
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propagation [121]. However, exceptions can be found among the initial states on the edges of

the plots where pink shades suggest the post-pulse anti-alignment of the fragments. Clearly

the response of the fragments after the impact of a short pulse depends on the initial states

and laser parameters. Our photon-phase formalism allow us to distinguish different physical

processes in terms of photons and help identify the dependence of individual dissociation

pathways extracted using approach from Sec. 2.

The dissociation probabilities of individual photon channels along with the total dis-

sociation are plotted in Fig. 4.6(e-h). For many initial states among four cases shown in

the figure, 1ω channel is the dominant one and imparts the dissociation probability curve

a characteristic peak near the 0ω–1ω crossing as marked in Fig. 4.5. This peak shifts

towards the dissociation threshold as the wavelength increases. The net zero photon dis-

sociation [120, 134] takes place near the threshold and the dissociation probability curves

drop quickly as moving towards the lower bound states. As the Raman transitions takes

place, the wavepackets are promoted to higher rotational states and pushed out of 1sσg

attractive well due to the centrifugal barrier, leading to the dissociation without absorbing

net photons. For this reason, radial wavepackets from this channel with very low kinetic

energy (< 0.1 eV) allow dissociating wavepacket from this channel to rotate in a longer

timescale compared to the other photon channels. The multiphoton processes are relatively

weak for 800 nm case and become more noticeable as the wavelength increases. Meanwhile,

due to the multiphoton nature, the dissociation probability drops quickly in the case of the

lower intensity as shown in Fig. 4.6 (h).

Similarly, we are able to study the post-pulse rotation of individual photon channels

behavior. To exemplify the contribution of them, we plot ∆〈cos2 θ〉(m) = 〈cos2 θ〉(m)
∞ −

〈cos2 θ〉(m)
tf

in Fig. 4.6(i-l). As we expected from the dominant 1ω-dissociation in Fig.

4.6(e-h), 1ω channel is mostly responsible for the significant post-pulse rotation. More

importantly, the red curves in Fig. 4.6(i-l) indicates the most significant 1ω PPA occurs near

energies at the 0ω–1ω crossings as marked in Fig. 4.5(b-d). This observation is consistent
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across all wavelengths and intensities as shown in our figures.

This pathway dependent alignment behavior can be interpreted in terms of the photon-

dressed potentials. Since angular motion is the focus of the study, we plot out the adiabatic

photon-dressed potential surfaces, with respect to both radial and angular coordinates,

for the three wavelengths at two different intensities in Fig. 4.7. Clearly, different photon

channels show very distinct characters. For example, Fig. 4.7(a)(c) show that, in the 800 nm

cases at both intensities, 1ω surface is slanted down towards θ = 0◦, whereas 0ω and 2ω

surface is slanted down towards θ = 90◦. While the field is on, the potential surface forms

slope in the θ-direction so that the wavepacket is pushed towards the polarization direction

or the perpendicular direction. This explains why 1ω-channel show alignment while 2ω-

channel and 0ω-channel show anti-alignment in Fig. 4.6(i).

The multiphoton effects reveal themselves more clearly in the cases of longer wavelengths.

In Fig. 4.7(c) for the 1600 nm at the intensity of 5 × 1013 W/cm2, the surfaces show the

convoluted shape for all photon channels. Given the fact that multiphoton dissociations

require high intensity to initiate, the dissociating wavepackets are most likely to be re-

leased from the potential well as the avoided-crossings are widely open. In the example of

Fig. 4.7(c), the 2ω surface at the wide open 0ω–3ω avoided crossing show downward slope

to the 0◦ angle, forcing the wavepacket to align along the polarization direction. Therefore,

the 2ω-channel dissociation exhibit fairly notable post-pulse alignment in Fig. 4.6(k). On

the contrast, in the calculation at the lower intensity 1 × 1013 W/cm2 for the same wave-

length, the dissociating wavepacket never sees a downward slope to the θ = 0◦ even at its

peak intensity as shown in Fig. 4.7(f), the 2ω dissociating fragments align to the orthogo-

nal direction in Fig. 4.6(l). In general, we expect complex evolution of wavepackets on the

varied shape of potential surfaces due to the high intensity. However, because these higher

order effects modify the surfaces in fairly nonlinear manner and the wavepackets from these

higher-photon channels typically have large kinetic energy, we do not expect significant post-

pulse rotation from such processes compared to the 1ω channel. It is true that even for the
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Figure 4.7: Photon-dressed adiabatic potential surfaces as a function of R and θ for three
wavelengths: (a)(d) 800 nm, (b)(e) 1200 nm and (c)(f) 1600 nm. The adiabatic potentials
(a)(b)(c) are generated at the intensity 5 × 1013 W/cm2, while (d)(e)(f) are generated at
1× 1013 W/cm2. The sharp crossings in such surfaces, where the wavepackets are expected
to follow the diabatic potentials, are smoothened so that only a handful of surfaces are needed
to describe the dynamics.

1ω channel, the surface has concave structure when intensity is sufficiently high, as shown

in Fig. 4.7(c). However, in our calculations, the 1ω channel shows consistently pronounced

post-pulse alignment. We consider that is because the 0ω–1ω avoided crossing opens at very

early stage of the pulse (at below 1012 W/cm2) and imparts a substantial impulse to align

the fragments through the descending slope towards 0◦ in the θ-direction. Although this

adiabatic photon-dressed potential surfaces provide an intuitive picture to understand the

nuclear rotation in the strong field, the non-adiabatic effects by CTi ∂
∂t

C may also modify
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the observables when the pulse is sufficiently short.

To obtain more insights and support pervious explanations, it is useful to look at the

angular momentum distribution at the end of the pulse, in which case the observables are

gauge-independent. We plot out the mean value 〈J〉 of individual photon channels and the

width σJ =
√
〈J2〉 − 〈J〉2 of the total distribution in Fig. 4.6(m-p).

As expected from the significant post-pulse alignment of 1ω-channel in Fig 4.6(i-l), the

〈J〉 of this channel is high compared to the other channels for the most cases in Fig. 4.6(m-

p). One explaination is that the wavepacket dissociated from this channel is most likely

to go through 0ω–1ω avoided crossing. At the crossing point, the Raman-transition is en-

hanced due to the existing intermediate state 2pσu that can be reached by one-photon. This

resonance-like condition facilitates Raman transitions effectively compared to the traditional

Raman transitions through intermediate virtual states [19, 114]. Therefore, we expect the

initial states near the 0ω–1ω crossing will be more likely to produce a broad rotational

wavepacket thus facilitating PPA.

However, due to the radial motion of the wavepacket, it is not obvious to see a very

broad J distribution from the initial states near the 0ω–1ω crossing in Fig. 4.6(m–p). For

H+
2 , a wavepacket can move 1 a.u. radial distance given 1 eV kinetic energy within one

optical cycle at 800 nm. In this case, a created wavepacket near the 0ω–1ω crossing can

quickly move away from the crossing due to the repulsive potential 2pσu. Consequently,

the rotational transitions gradually diminish. From our calculations, even with the radial

motion, the states near the 0ω–1ω crossing still possess very high rotation levels compared

to the multiphoton dissociation. For example, among all cases shown in Fig. 4.6(m-p),

the 1ω channel angular momentum distribution marked by the red curves, lies above 2ω

and 3ω curves, representing a relatively broader rotational wavepacket. The exception is

at Ev ≈ −0.6 eV in Fig. 4.6(o), which is closer to the 0ω–1ω crossing. The states near

this crossing access very high rotational states, yet a small portion of the wavepacket could

dissociate through 3ω process given a sufficient intensity. As a result, 1ω and 3ω end up with
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a similar J-distribution. Nevertheless, the broad J distribution is not an essential condition

for the post-pulse alignment. Comparing ∆〈cos2 θ〉 and Js distribution in Fig. 4.6, the

highest angular momentum distributions do not always reflect the most significant post-

pulse rotation. The relative phases of individual rotational states also have a crucial impact

on the post-pulse behavior. Yet due to the convoluted radial and rotational motions, these

phases are difficult to predict except performing the calculations.

4.4.3 Isotopes and heavier molecules

From our calculation, the post-pulse alignment in the 1ω dissociation of H+
2 is found to

be significant. Naturally, the following question is if it is also true for heavier systems. A

simple argument to support ARA is that, for a given rotational state and kinetic energy,

the classical recoil angle scale with 1/
√
µ [127], which implies the post-pulse rotation of

heavy molecules is less dramatic. However, the mass not only exhibits itself in the field

free evolution, but also serves as an important factor in determining the initial angular

momentum for free evolution. To show how extensive the post-pulse alignment is in the

few-photon dissociation, we calculate the photodissociations with 3-cycle 1600 nm laser the

same as Fig. 4.6(c) for heavier model systems. We assume the model systems share the

identical electronic structures as H+
2 so that the role of various electronic transitions will be

removed from the discussion.

With identical electronic structure and pulse parameters, we focus on the mass depen-

dence in order to test if heavy systems will be immune to the PPA. For this purpose, three

heavier model systems whose mass is equivalent to N2, Cl2 and I2 are also adopted in the

calculations.

Our calculations show that the post-pulse alignment is present even for the systems much

heavier than H+
2 , despite the fact that PPA diminishes as the mass significantly increases.

This decreasing trend of PPA to some point advocates neglecting rotation, however even for

the heaviest system we tested, ARA is still fairly crude approximation to use. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.8: The same plots as Fig. 4.6 with heavy isotopes and model system. All cases
are calculated with a τFWHM = 15.0 fs pulse of 1600 nm at the intensity 5 × 1013 W/cm2,
same as Fig. 4.6(c).

compared to H+
2 , D+

2 shows larger magnitude of PPA in Table 4.1. Even though the heavier

mass reduces the magnitude of the field free rotation, it may promote broad J distribu-

tion. At a fixed nuclear distance R, rotational transition occurs most effectively when two

electronic states coupled resonantly. Compared with H+
2 , radial motion of heavier systems

is slower in that it can be better described by a rigid-rotor, but still not accurate enough.

With 1 eV kinetic energy, a system as heavy as I2 can move 0.1 a.u. within an optical cycle

of a 1600 nm laser, while this displacement in radial dimension can cause 0.1 eV change as

a significant detuning for the rotational transition. Consequently, light molecules, due to

its fast radial motion, typically move away from the crossing quickly and promote limited

partial waves during the pulse. On the contrary, N2-like, Cl2-like and I2-like systems show

higher J distribution in 1ω channel as shown in Fig. 4.8 (j-l). For the same reason, heavier

systems show more conspicuous peaks in J distribution near the crossings, which is opaque
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in the H+
2 and its isotopes. In conclusion, heavier mass reduces the post pulse rotation and

at the same time promotes rotational transition during the pulse, the result of which does

not rule out the possibility of significant post-pulse rotation for heavy molecules.

The change of the expectation value of cos2 θ after the pulse is a good measurement of

the overall trend of post-pulse rotation, but it does not capture the complete picture. To

demonstrate the influence of the post-pulse rotation to structure changes, we plot out the

angular distribution,

ρ(θK)∞ =

∫
∂2P

∂E∂θK
dE

ρ(θ)tf =

∫
|Ψ(R, θ, tf )|2dR (4.8)

in Fig. 4.9, comparing both H+
2 and Cl2-like system in 800nm and 1600nm wavelengths.

We choose the initial states closest to the crossing positions, which is affirmed to undergoes

the strongest PPA, to illustrate its effects on angular distribution. All four cases show

comparable ∆〈cos2 θ〉, however, the actual modification of the angular distribution differs.

Comparing Fig. 4.9(a,c), we find similar ∆〈cos2 θ〉 in numbers, yet the angular distribution

indicates a more noticeable change in (c), likewise in comparing (b) and (d). To quantify

the structure modification of angular distribution, we define a metric η as below

η2 =
1

2

∫ π

0

(
ρtf − ρ∞
ρtf + δ

)2 sin θdθ, (4.9)

Table 4.1: Mass dependance for post-pulse alignment of the initial state closest to the
0ω–1ω crossing −0.423 eV.

Elements Ev(eV) Pd(%) 〈cos2 θ〉∞ ∆〈cos2 θ〉
H+

2 −0.470 87.7 0.668 0.098(14.7%)
D+

2 −0.450 77.5 0.612 0.112(18.3%)
µN2 −0.411 44.3 0.496 0.076(15.3%)
µCl2 −0.430 32.5 0.479 0.048(10.0%)
µI2 −0.419 21.0 0.406 0.015(3.6%)
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Figure 4.9: Angular distribution of the fragments ρ(θ) dissociated by a three cycle pulse of
the wavelengths 800 nm and 1600 nm at the intensity 5.0× 1013 W/cm2. The initial states
are chosen to be the one closest to the 1ω crossing. The alignment parameter deviation
∆〈cos2 θ〉 of each cases are (a) +0.081(14.2%), (b) +0.027(6.1%), (c) +0.098(14.7%), (d)
+0.048(10.0%). Angular distribution deviation η is plotted for all masses in the case of
1600 nm in (e).

where δ is a cut-off value chosen to be 1% of the maximum of ρtf . This structure deviation η

for various masses is shown in Fig. 4.9(e). To make ARA valid, η value should be reasonably

close to zero to accurately describe the angular structure, while Fig. 4.9(e) shows in general

it is significantly higher than zero. Moreover, η can reach even above 1 for intermediate

sized molecule such as Cl2 and N2 near the crossing, which means ARA even fails to describe

the qualitative feature of the angular distribution.
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4.5 Summary

Full dimensional calculations for homonuclear diatomic molecules in various laser pulses of

mid-infrared wavelengths are presented in this article. We compare the post-pulse rotation

of individual initial vibrational states and categorize them in terms of net photons within

our photon-phase formalism. Depending on the dissociation pathways, nuclear fragments

can align or anti-align to the laser polarization direction during the post-pulse propagation.

In either case, the axial recoil approximation is inappropriate, especially in longer wave-

lengths region. The most significant post-pulse alignment occurs in the 1ω channel, which

is facilitated by rotational transitions due to the near resonant condition. In addition, the

post-pulse rotation of large mass model systems are tested and found to be non-negligible

even for a system as heavy as I2 in the long wavelength case.
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Chapter 5

Carrier-envelope phase controlled
photodissociation of H+

2

In this chapter, we focus on the control capability of CEP over dissociation fragments under

the influence of a few-cycle intense laser pulse. Depending on the structure of the system

and the laser parameters, the target system may undergo several pathways to dissociate.

By manipulating the phase of pathways with CEP, we are able to control the outcomes due

to the interference effects of pathways. This control impact may be exhibited as modulation

in the observables such as dissociation probabilities, total KER spectra and momentum

distribution, as we already established in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

Several experiments using the CEP to control the dynamics of simple diatomic molecules

have already been carried out [1, 2, 75, 78, 80, 91]. Although most studies to date have

used an 800-nm central wavelength, some studies suggest that moving towards mid-infrared

wavelengths may enhance the CEP control over molecular dynamics [67, 68, 86, 87]. There-

fore, we aim here to explore this possibility, and at the same time understand the underlying

physical mechanisms within our photon-phase picture.

Many theoretical works have disscussed the role of CEP in photodissociation [63, 69, 71,

72, 135]. It is not uncommon, however, to find that the degree of CEP control is overes-

timated in theory compared to experiment. One reason is that calculations are commonly

performed within a reduced-dimensional model that constrains the motion to lie along the
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polarization direction. Another reason that CEP effects are exaggerated in theory is that

the intensity dependence within the laser focus is usually neglected—even though it can

change an observable qualitatively. Its significant impact arises from the variation of the

laser intensity within the experimental reaction volume, and the incoherent average of the

theoretical results tends to wash out any CEP effect.

5.1 CEP effects of longer wavelengths

Carrier-envelope phase effects on dissociation are commonly understood in the literature

using a picture based on following the electric field. Specifically, the electron is driven

back and forth between the nuclei by the field, weakening the bond until the nuclei begin

to dissociate. The electron continues to oscillate between the nuclei as they fall apart,

eventually localizing on one of them when it can no longer pass to the other. With this

picture, one may envision that longer wavelengths slow the electronic motion to a scale

more comparable to the timescale of the nuclear motion, implying fewer oscillations of the

electron and thus allowing greater control over the electron localization. There have been

several studies advocating such an approach, reasoning that matching the timescale of the

chemical reaction to the laser period is responsible for the enhancement of CEP effects in

the mid-infrared regime [67, 86, 136].

This picture, however, has been applied almost exclusively to the dissociative ionization

process in, for instance, H2 [86], whereby a coherent vibrational wavepacket is produced in

the ground ionic channel by ionization near a field maximum. This wavepacket then travels

from the Franck-Condon region to the outer turning point where it couples more efficiently

to the excited channel with opposite (ungerade) symmetry via bond softening. Thus, this

process has a clearly defined nuclear timescale that is not always present in strong-field

molecular processes. Moreover, by using the language of bond softening and making a

transition to the ungerade electronic state, this picture mixes a field-following picture with

a photon-based picture—i.e., Floquet (see Ref. [96]). Finally, describing CEP effects as
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due to mixing of gerade/ungerade states is distinctly homonuclear-centric, thus requiring a

different explanation for heteronuclear systems.

In contrast, our photon-phase representation, presented in Sec. 3.4, is completely gen-

eral, describing all CEP effects—whether for atoms or molecules—within a single, consistent

picture. Specifically, from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), all CEP-dependent modulation in the ob-

servables can be understood as the interference of different photon channels, which funda-

mentally requires multiple photon pathways to overlap in energy. We can thus maximize the

likelihood of strong CEP effects by considering laser wavelengths for which H+
2 requires mul-

tiple photons for dissociation. This requirement immediately suggests wavelengths longer

than 800 nm since most of the H+
2 vibrational states need only a single photon for dissocia-

tion in this case. We will therefore consider wavelengths in the 800–2000-nm range.

Equations (3.14) and (3.15) also show that the likelihood of CEP effects can be increased

by increasing the energy overlap of the different photon channels. If we performed our

wavelength study with a fixed pulse length, this is precisely what would happen since the

relative bandwidth ∆ω/ω would increase. This follows from the fact that the widths of the

individual photon peaks [the m = m′ terms in Eq. (3.16)] scale with the bandwidth of the

laser pulse—at least in a lowest-order perturbation theory (LOPT) sense. To avoid this

rather trivial CEP effect enhancement, we have fixed the relative bandwidths of the pulses

by choosing τFWHM to be three cycles of the carrier. One consequence of this approach

is that for a given fixed peak intensity, the pulse energy grows with wavelength. With

additional energy pumped into the system, one may expect a greater CEP effect. We will

show, however, that CEP effects do not grow monotonically with intensity. Therefore, we

will present a range of intensities and focus on the intensity dependence and its structure.

For concreteness, our discussion below will focus on the case of an H+
2 ion beam target [1,

2, 137, 138]. The H+
2 , produced in an ion source long before interacting with the laser, is in

an incoherent distribution of vibrational states approximately described by the H2 → H+
2

Franck-Condon distribution [139]. Given this scenario, when we discuss a single vibrational
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Figure 5.1: Dissociation probability P as a function of initial vibrational state at I = 1014

W/cm2, weighted by the Franck-Condon factor.

state, we will choose v = 6 since it lies at or near the peak of the Franck-Condon-weighted

dissociation probabilities for all wavelengths (as shown in Fig. 5.1) and is thus a major

contributor to the measurable signal.

5.1.1 Asymmetry and total yield for v = 6

In Fig. 5.2, we show the normalized asymmetry defined in Eq. (6.2) for v = 6 as well as the

total yield. The figure shows that with the trivial wavelength effect removed, the magnitudes

of asymmetry for different wavelengths are comparable. In particular, the asymmetry for

800 nm and 1200 nm are shown in Figs. 5.2(a)–(d). In the top row, where the intensity

is fixed at 1014 W/cm2, the magnitude of the maximal asymmetry for both wavelengths

reaches about 0.6. We also show the asymmetry at a lower intensity, 3 × 1013 W/cm2, for

both wavelengths in the second row. Since the magnitude of the asymmetry reaches 0.7

for 1200 nm at this intensity, this figure disproves the notion that asymmetry simply grows

with intensity. Other wavelengths also show non-trivial dependence on intensity.

One complicating factor is that the CEP dependence of the normalized asymmetry A(E)

from Eq. (6.2) is due not just to the difference in the numerator, but also to the yield in

the denominator [64]. To demonstrate the potential for CEP-dependent yields, we plot the
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Figure 5.2: Normalized asymmetry A as a function of CEP and KER for v = 6 for (a)
800 nm, 1014 W/cm2; (b) 1200 nm, 1014 W/cm2; (c) 800 nm, 3 × 1013 W/cm2; and (d)
1200 nm, 3× 1013 W/cm2. The normalized modulation of the total yield Y for (e) 800 nm,
1014 W/cm2 and (f) 1200 nm, 1014 W/cm2.

normalized modulation of the yield,

Y =
(dP
dE
−
〈dP
dE

〉
ϕ

)/〈dP
dE

〉
ϕ
, (5.1)

(where the angle brackets and ϕ label indicate an average over ϕ) for both wavelengths at

1014 W/cm2 in Figs. 5.2(e) and 5.2(f). This modulation is negligible for the lower intensity

case. These figures show that the CEP dependence in the yield can indeed be significant.

As this CEP dependence cannot modify the directional control over the fragments, we have

argued [64] that A(E) should be normalized by the CEP-averaged yield instead.

The impact of the intensity on the asymmetry goes beyond the magnitude of the effect.

It also modifies the asymmetry patterns. In particular, for a given ϕ and KER in Figs. 5.2(a)

and 5.2(c) or in Figs. 5.2(b) and 5.2(d), the sign of the asymmetry may change with in-

tensity, which can lead to cancellation when the incoherent intensity average is carried out.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized asymmetry A as a function of KER and intensity. The initial state
is v = 6, and all pulses have τFWHM=3 cycles and ϕ = 0: (a) 800 nm, 7.5 fs; (b) 1000 nm,
9.4 fs; (c) 1200 nm, 11.2 fs; (d) 1600 nm, 15.0 fs; and (e) 2000 nm, 18.8 fs.

Depending on the geometry of the experiment, the outcome could be drastically different

from the result at a fixed intensity.

The intensity dependence must thus be properly taken into account in order to make

any kind of realistic prediction or interpretation of experiment. In most calculations to

date, however, this has not been the case and only qualitative agreement was sought.

Figure 5.2 shows, however, that the only commonality between the intensities is that the

CEP dependence has periods of 2π and π for the asymmetry and yield, respectively—e.g.,

A(E) = A1 cos (ϕ+ ϕ1) and Y(E) = Y2 cos (2ϕ+ ϕ2) to lowest order, where the amplitudes

and phase offset are energy dependent. From our photon-phase formalism, Eqs. (3.14) and

(3.15) specifically, we see, though, that this periodicity is a completely general result and

requires only that an initial parity eigenstate absorbed photons according to the dipole se-

lection rules. It follows that reproducing or predicting this aspect of an experiment says

very little useful about the theory in question. Moreover, given Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), there

is no reason to do further theory at this level. Theory should instead be carried out with

the important averages performed in order to be scientifically useful. Therefore, we will take

intensity into account in the following sections, while we explore any potential advantages

of longer wavelengths for CEP control.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of intensity-averaged and non-averaged KER spectra, asymmetry
amplitude A1 and yield modulation amplitude Y2. The peak intensity is I0 = 1014 W/cm2,
and the pulses have τFWHM=3 cycles. (a) 800 nm, 7.5 fs; (b) 1000 nm, 9.4 fs; (c) 1200 nm,
11.2 fs; (d) 1600 nm, 15.0 fs; and (e) 2000 nm, 18.8 fs. For all cases, ϕ = 0.

5.1.2 Intensity dependence and intensity averaging

The maximum asymmetry will occur if the phases ηmJp of the complex amplitudes CmJp

are independent of intensity. In this case, the asymmetry maxima and minima will not

shift with intensity, thus minimizing cancellation in the average over intensities in the focal

volume. To identify this behavior, we plot the asymmetry for ϕ = 0 as a function of KER

and peak intensity in Fig. 5.3. From Eq. (3.14), we can see that the behavior at ϕ = 0 is

representative of all ϕ since the ϕ dependence in the phase governing the interference can

be separated from the intensity and energy dependence.

The patterns visible in Fig. 5.3 will thus remain at other ϕ but will be shifted. Plotting

ϕ = 0 has the added benefit of isolating the phase contribution ηmJp of the system-dependent

amplitudes CmJp. It is clear from the 800-nm results in Fig. 5.3(a) that the asymmetry

structure tilts, whereas for longer wavelengths in Figs. 5.3(b)–5.3(e) they tend to lie more

vertically. This vertical structure is ideal for preventing the cancellation due to the variation

with intensity.

To demonstrate the impact of this intensity dependence on the experimental outcome, we
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apply the intensity-averaging procedure to take into account the variation of intensity in the

reaction volume. The exact form of this intensity-averaging depends on the particular geom-

etry of the interaction volume in the experiment which can be characterized as one-, two-,

or three-dimensional [137]. Intensity-averaging effects are maximal in the three-dimensional

geometries since they have the largest volume of the target exposed to low intensities. By

a similar argument, intensity-averaging effects are minimal in one-dimensional geometries.

We will consider the intermediate case of a two-dimensional interaction volume as appro-

priate for the experiment in Ref. [137]. In this experiment, the laser crosses the molecular

ion beam at a right angle and has a transverse size much smaller than the ion beam where

they intersect. At the same time, the transverse dimension of the ion beam is much smaller

than the Rayleigh range of the laser so that the spatial variation of the laser intensity across

the width of the ion beam (i.e. the laser propagation direction) can be neglected. For the

purposes of intensity-averaging, the interaction volume is effectively two-dimensional, lying

in the plane transverse to the laser propagation direction.

We thus assume the intensity in the transverse direction obeys I(ρ) = I0e
−(ρ/∆ρ)2

, where

ρ designates the radial distance from the axis of the beam and ∆ρ is the characteristic radius

of the beam where it intersects the ion beam. Since we assume ∆ρ is much smaller than

the dimension of the ion beam, its specific value is unimportant as it will contribute only

an overall factor to the final averaged quantity. In the normalized asymmetry, it would thus

cancel out. Moreover, since most measurements are not absolute, ∆ρ is not important for

the yield either.

But, to compare the intensity-averaged theoretical observables with the unaveraged ones,

we normalize by π∆ρ2 to make the two quantities comparable. Explicitly, the intensity

average of some observable S(I) is carried out with the following integral:

S̄(I0) =
1

π∆ρ2

∫ ∞
0

S
[
I(ρ)

]
2πρdρ

=

∫ I0

0

S(I)
dI

I
. (5.2)
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In particular, we numerically integrate Eq. (5.2) from a lower limit of 1010 W/cm2 to I0

with up to 41 points on an exponential intensity grid to obtain convergence to two digits.

Guided by the picture embodied in Eq. (3.14) that mixing even- and odd-parity nuclear

partial waves with the same final nuclear kinetic energy gives rise to asymmetric dissoci-

ation, we show the even- and odd-parity spectra explicitly in Fig. 5.4 for the cases shown

in Fig. 5.3. We compare these observables with the intensity-averaged ones in order to

show how significant the averaging effect is. To quantitatively aid this comparison, we also

show the amplitude of the asymmetry A1. Figure 5.4(f), for instance, shows that A1 at

800 nm decreases by a factor of two to three upon intensity-averaging, just as we antic-

ipated from Fig. 5.3(a). In contrast, the asymmetry for longer wavelengths survives the

intensity-averaging with minimal modification as shown in Figs. 5.4(g)–5.4(j) due to the

weak dependence of the asymmetry pattern on intensity as shown in Fig. 5.3. At 1200 nm

in particular [Fig. 5.4(h)], we found that the maximum magnitude of the asymmetry is

essentially unchanged.

Figure 5.4 shows another advantage of longer wavelengths: they tend to permit control

at KER where the dissociation probability is large. For example, in Fig. 5.4(h), the strongest

asymmetry appears at about 0.5 eV near where the dissociation yield also peaks. Mean-

while, the asymmetry nearly vanishes at the dissociation peak for 800 nm in Fig. 5.4(f).

Like Fig. 5.4(h), Fig. 5.4(g) shows relatively strong control near the dissociation peak as do

Figs. 5.4(i) and 5.4(j) to some extent. These results are consistent with our photon-phase

picture since the v = 6 initial state lies 1.25 eV below the dissociation threshold, requiring

at least two photons to dissociate for the wavelengths longer than 1000 nm. Therefore,

one-photon dissociation is suppressed while multiphoton pathways become more prominent,

which leads to stronger interference. This transition from one-photon-dominated dissocia-

tion at 800 nm is visible in the KER spectra in Fig. 5.4, keeping in mind that dissociation to

even-parity states can only occur with an even number of photons and to odd-parity states

with an odd number. Thus, the almost complete lack of dissociation to even-parity states at
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800 nm guarantees that the strongest asymmetry lies in the wings of the odd-parity states

distribution where the dissociation to both symmetries is comparable. Because multiphoton

pathways become more likely for longer wavelengths, the population of the two symmetries

becomes more comparable, leading to greater asymmetry.

Intensity-averaging also affects the CEP dependence of the yield, examples of which are

shown in Figs. 5.2(e) and 5.2(f). Given the rather large effect it has on the KER spectrum

in the first row of Fig. 5.4, especially for longer wavelengths, this is understandable. We

show in the last row of Fig. 5.4 the magnitude of the normalized CEP-dependent yield

modulation, Y2(E), before and after averaging. Like the asymmetry, CEP control over the

yield at 800 nm occurs primarily where there is essentially no yield, but shifts towards KER

with substantial yield for longer wavelengths. The degree of control also tends to grow

with wavelength, approaching 20% modulation even after intensity-averaging. That there

is significant yield modulation indicates that pathways differing by two photons (net) must

be interfering per Eq. (3.15).

5.1.3 Franck-Condon averaging

From the results so far, it would seem that using longer wavelengths provides a simple way to

increase CEP control. These results, however, have been for a single initial vibrational state.

Unless one can prepare the ionic target in a particular vibrational level experimentally, the

initial vibrational distribution must be taken into account [140]. Hence, we average a given

observable S over the initial vibrational states using

〈S〉FC =
∑
v

SvFv, (5.3)

with Fv the Franck-Condon factor

Fv =
∣∣〈FH+

2
v |FH2

0 〉
∣∣2, (5.4)

in addition to intensity-averaging. The asymmetry is typically reduced by an order of

magnitude after both averaging procedures.
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Figure 5.5: The contribution Cv(E) of individual vibrational states to A at 1014 W/cm2 for
(a) 800 nm and (b) 1200 nm. The normalized asymmetry A including different experimen-
tally important averages for: (c) 800 nm, 7.5 fs, Franck-Condon averaged; (d) 1200 nm,
11.2 fs, Franck-Condon averaged; (e) 800 nm, 7.5 fs, Franck-Condon and intensity averaged;
and (f) same as (d) plus intensity average.
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We demonstrate the impact of these averages in Fig. 5.5. The first row quantifies the

contribution of each initial vibrational state to the Franck-Condon-averaged A(E) through

the CEP-independent quantity

Cv(E) = Fvmax

[
dPup

dE
− dPdown

dE

]/〈
dP

dE

〉
FC,ϕ

, (5.5)

where
〈
dP
dE

〉
FC,ϕ

is the Franck-Condon-averaged and CEP-averaged total yield. These figures

show that each vibrational state contributes only over a limited range of kinetic energy.

Remarkably, even relatively high vibrational states contribute significantly to the asymmetry

for 800 nm, despite their small Franck-Condon factor. Moreover, the asymmetry at 800 nm

is due to a wide range of vibrational states. In contrast, the asymmetry for 1200 nm arises

nearly entirely from v = 5 and 6. Figures 5.5(c) and 5.5(d) show the Franck-Condon-

averaged normalized asymmetry. Its magnitude is smaller by about a factor of 3 than v = 6

alone (see Fig. 5.2). In addition, the asymmetry patterns change drastically from the v = 6

results shown in Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). The Franck-Condon average is thus on par with the

intensity average as a barrier to controlling the spatial asymmetry with CEP. The advantage

of longer wavelengths to avoid strong intensity dependence is diluted due to this factor.

5.1.4 Individual photon channels

To gain a deeper understanding of the physics underlying CEP control, we apply the photon-

phase representation discussed in Sec. 3.4 more rigorously to the present case. To apply this

representation for laser parameters beyond the LOPT regime for more than qualitative

understanding requires quantitative knowledge of the photon channels Ψm. And, since we

have chosen to keep the relative bandwidth fixed in the present study, the pulse energy

increases with wavelength at a fixed intensity, taking the system further out of the LOPT

regime. For instance, Fig. 5.4(a) shows a clear, single peak in the odd-parity channel

corresponding to a net-one-photon transition. As previously noted, however, Figs. 5.4(b)–

5.4(e) show that higher-order processes play an increasingly larger role as the even-parity

channel grows and even becomes dominant—as expected given that the number of photons
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required to dissociate grows. Figures 5.4(b)–5.4(e) also show, though, that there are no

clear m-photon KER peaks as might be expected from a simple LOPT picture. Fortunately,

Eq. (3.10) gives an exact prescription for extracting the photon channels even well beyond

the LOPT regime. One simply needs the final wave function at several CEPs from which

ψm can be obtained by a Fourier transform.

In Fig. 5.6, the intensity dependence of the individual photon channels is shown, corre-

sponding to the cases of Figs. 5.3(a), 5.3(c), and 5.3(e). Explicitly, we show the quantity

dPm
dE

=
∑
J

∣∣CmJp(E)
∣∣2, (5.6)

where J is even and p = g if m is even (J is odd and p = u if m is odd).

As expected, one-photon absorption dominates over a wide range of intensities for

800 nm, hence very weak interference arises within 0.5 eV < E < 1.0 eV in Fig. 5.3(a).

Most of the asymmetry is due to 1ω and 2ω channel interference. Three-photon absorption

is significantly weaker since the dissociating wavepacket primarily follows the adiabatic path

through the 2ω–3ω crossing to the 2ω channel. This is consistent with the fact that it takes

roughly 4.7 fs to travel from the 0ω–3ω crossing to the 2ω–3ω crossing and the pulse is 7.5 fs

long. There is thus still sufficient intensity to drive the wavepacket to the adiabatic path.

Meanwhile, the 1200-nm case shows a much weaker one-photon channel since v = 6 is

below the 1ω channel threshold. Instead, as a consequence of its positioning at the 0ω–3ω

channel crossing, the 3ω channel is populated relatively efficiently. Since it takes ∼5.9 fs for

this wavepacket to reach the 2ω–3ω crossing—and the pulse is 11.2 fs long—it tends to follow

the adiabatic path to the 2ω channel. This understanding is consistent with Figs. 5.6(g)

and 5.6(h), with the latter showing that only a limited portion of the wavepacket makes it

to the 3ω channel. As a result, the strongest interference is between 1ω and 2ω processes

as they overlap over a large range of KER for a wide span of intensity.

From Eq. (3.14), we see that the contribution of each pair of photon pathways to the

asymmetry can be separately investigated once the photon-phase decomposition of the wave

function is known. Accordingly, we decompose the wave function for 1200 nm and plot the
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Figure 5.6: The intensity-dependent KER spectra of individual photon channels dPm/dE
from v = 6 (energy marked by the dashed blue line), and the diabatic dressed potentials from
Eq. (3.11) for three wavelengths: (a)–(d) 800 nm, (e)–(h) 1200 nm, and (i)–(l) 2000 nm.
The most populated channels are indicated with arrows. The corresponding KER spectra
follow the same order as the main channels from top to bottom.
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Figure 5.7: Intensity dependence of the asymmetry constructed from the photon channels
explicitly: (a) 1ω–2ω and (b) 2ω–3ω. The laser parameters are the same as Fig. 5.3(c):
1200 nm, 11.2 fs, and ϕ = 0.

interference of 1ω and 2ω pathways in Fig. 5.7(a). We also show the 2ω and 3ω pathway

interference in Fig. 5.7(b). These two pathways, however, interfere where the total yield

is very small, which makes it a much less significant control effect. Upon comparison with

Fig. 5.6, it is clear that the asymmetry patterns in Fig. 5.7 only occur where both channels

overlap. Further, the asymmetry in Fig. 5.7(a) is almost a factor of two larger than in

Fig. 5.7(b)—which, in turn, is consistent with the total A(E) in Fig. 5.3(c). Figure 5.7

also shows more detailed information about the phases ηmJp than was visible in Fig. 5.3

since it isolates the photon channels. In particular, the oscillation with energy is completely

controlled by these phases. Even so, Fig. 5.7 still contains a sum over J that prevents

directly seeing this phase.

From the photon-phase picture, one would expect the 2000-nm case to be a good can-

didate for strong CEP effects since its dissociation automatically involves many photons.

Indeed, Figs. 5.6(j)–5.6(l) show that there is substantial dissociation to 2ω, 3ω, and 4ω

channels at the highest intensities and that they have a large overlap in energy. The figure

also shows that 3ω—the channel populated by the adiabatic pathway—dominates.

While more channels overlapping is generally a plus for CEP effects, when multiple pairs

of pathways interfere, the effect can actually be reduced since these pairs need not add

constructively. In the 2000-nm case, 2ω and 3ω interfere for KER up to about 1 eV; 3ω
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and 4ω interfere for KER in the same range. Although both produce asymmetry with cosϕ

behavior according to Eq. (3.14), they are not necessarily in phase. Figure 5.3 would seem

to suggest that they are, in fact, not in phase since the asymmetry is reduced near 0.5 eV

and 1014 W/cm2 where the 2ω and 4ω overlap is greatest. On the other hand, for KER

above about 1 eV, where primarily only 3ω and 4ω are involved, the asymmetry is large.

Figure 5.7 demonstrates this destructive interference for 1200 nm clearly. At 1 eV, the

1ω–2ω contribution is negative while the 2ω–3ω is positive. Of course, the latter is half the

magnitude of the former so that the destruction is not complete.

5.2 Electronic motion in the molecular frame

To visualize the electronic dynamics within the molecule, we can calculate the electron

density ρ(r, t) from the total wave function, Eq. (3.2), as

ρ(r, t) =

∫
d3R |Ψ(R, r, t)|2

=

∫
d3R

∣∣∣∣∑
β,J

FβJ(R, t)YJ0(θ, φ)Φβ(R; r)

∣∣∣∣2. (5.7)

Note that with the restriction to only β=1sσg and 2pσu and with J = 0 initially, ΩJπ
ΛM

reduces to a spherical harmonic. Expanding the square and evaluating the integral gives

ρ(r, t) =
∑
β,J

∫
dR |FβJ(R, t)|2|Φβ(R; r)|2. (5.8)

Recalling that r is the molecular-frame electronic coordinate, the asymmetry we seek should

appear as a function of z̃ where the tilde indicates a molecular-frame coordinate. Given that

|Φ1sσg |2 and |Φ2pσu|2 are even under z̃ → −z̃, we see that ρ(r, t) displays no asymmetry.

To observe any asymmetry in the electronic density, then, we must also consider the

nuclear degrees of freedom. In particular, the integral in Eq. (5.7) must be restricted to

a range of θ asymmetric about θ=π/2. A natural choice is to integrate over the range

0 ≤ θ ≤ π
2
, corresponding physically to proton B lying in the upper hemisphere in the

laboratory frame whether it is bound or free. The electron may or may not be bound
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to this proton, so such a quantity does not correspond to the physically observable p+H

momentum distribution in which an H leaves into the upper hemisphere and a p leaves into

the lower hemisphere. Explicitly, the electron density as a function of the molecular-frame

z̃ coordinate given that proton B lies in the upper hemisphere in the laboratory frame is

(g ≡ 1sσg and u ≡ 2pσu)

ρ(z̃, t) =
1

2

∫ ∞
0

dR

∫
dx̃dỹ

[ ∑
J even

|FgJ(R, t)|2 |Φg(R; r)|2 +
∑
J odd

|FuJ(R, t)|2 |Φu(R; r)|2
]

+
1

2
Re

∫ ∞
0

dR

∫
dx̃dỹΦg(R; r)Φu(R; r)

∑
J ′ even
J odd

fJ ′JF
∗
gJ ′(R, t)FuJ(R, t) (5.9)

where 1

fJ ′J =

∫ π/2

0

dθ

∫ 2π

0

Y ∗J ′0(θ, φ)YJ0(θ, φ)dφ

=
(−1)(J ′+J+1)/2J !J ′!

√
2J ′ + 1

√
2J + 1

2J ′+J−1(J ′ − J)(J ′ + J + 1)[(1
2
J ′)!
]2 {

[1
2
(J − 1)]!

}2 . (5.10)

The time-dependent behavior of the electron in the field is revealed by plotting Eq. (5.9)

in Fig. 5.8. Before the pulse hits the molecule, the electron is distributed in the molecular

frame evenly as required by the symmetry of the bound eigenstate. As the field strength

rises, the field drives the electron towards the opposite direction. Because the electron

becomes localized in one of the nuclei, the molecular bond is softened and molecule starts

to dissociate. The localization of the electron gradually fades away as the field declines.

Eventually the probability density splits into two branches, corresponding to dissociative

and bound parts. In either part, the distribution appears to be fairly symmetric. This should

not be surprising because the majority of the wavepacket dissociates through a single photon

transition and ends in the 2pσu channel. The asymmetry comes from a small fraction of the

1The factorials for high J are fairly inconvenient to evaluate numerically. It is better to rearrange the
expression as

fJ′,J =

√
2J ′ + 1

√
2J + 1(−1)(J′+J+1)/2J

(J ′ − J)(J ′ + J + 1)

1
2J
′∏

i=1

(
J ′ + 2i

8i
)

J−1
2∏

j=1

(
J − 1 + 2j

8j
)
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Figure 5.8: (a) An electronic probability density plot in the molecular frame ρ(z̃, t) re-
trieved from the TDSE calculation for a 4.5 fs Gaussian pulse of 800 nm wavelength at
the intensity 1 × 1014W/cm2 (inset: red curve) interacting with the initial state v = 8,
ϕ = 0. For simplicity, we use the linear combination of atomic orbitals to represent the
adiabatic electronic wave functions (see Appendix. A). (b) is the same plot but shows only
the asymmetric term in Eq. (5.9). The probability density in both plots is renormalized.

dissociative wavepacket, which corresponds to the second term in Eq. (5.9). We therefore

plot this term separately to emphasize its contribution. In Fig. 5.8(b), the asymmetric

yield oscillates with the laser frequency during the presence of the field. The non-oscillating

asymmetric yield takes place at about t = 15 fs, where the field essentially vanishes. From

then on, the asymmetry near the center becomes absent since there is no overlap of 1sσg

and 2pσu in the bound wavefunction.
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5.3 Summary

To summarize, we carried out full-dimensional calculations for H+
2 interacting with few-

cycle laser pulses of various wavelengths in the mid-infrared regime. With the numerical

examples and their photon-phase analysis, we explicitly show CEP effects as an interference

of multiple photon channels overlapped in the same energy range, which permits a deeper

understanding of the CEP control—both at a quantitative and qualitative level.

Comparing with Ti:Sapphire laser wavelengths, longer wavelengths tend to suppress the

single-photon absorption and enable higher-order pathways to interfere with large magni-

tudes. The weak intensity dependence of these long-wavelength, high-order channels helps

preserve the CEP-dependent asymmetry when the intensity average over the interaction

volume is taken into account.

Long wavelengths are not, however, immune to the reduction in control resulting from

Franck-Condon averaging. Where such averaging is appropriate, control over asymmetry can

be substantially reduced. Our results thus reinforce the fact that any nontrivial comparison

with experiment should include all averages inherent to the experiment. Of these, intensity

and Franck-Condon are the most significant, but could also include thermal averaging as

well as averages over uncertainties or drifts in the laser parameters. Since weak intensity

dependence of the photon channels cannot be expected for a general system, the surest

route to greater CEP control is to eliminate or limit all of the averages we have discussed.

Moreover, if specific pairs of photon channels could somehow be selected, then their generally

destructive interference could be avoided.
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Chapter 6

Quantitative comparison with
experiments

6.1 Introduction

Carrier-envelope phase effects have been proposed as a general control mechanism theoreti-

cally [93] and a multitude of experiments have successfully demonstrated its control capabil-

ities and universality. These include modulating the photoelectron spectra of gaseous atoms

and molecules [36–39, 47] as well as nanoparticles [49, 50], and the spatial asymmetry of

dissociation fragments in diatomic [1, 2, 75–81, 86, 91] and polyatomic molecules [48, 83].

The carrier-envelope phase is also found to be effective in manipulating high-order harmonic

generation spectra [55–61]. Given the potential of CEP control, a good agreement in a quan-

titative comparison between theory and experiment for a benchmark system is important for

confirming our understanding of the underlying physics. Moreover, such agreement would

indicate the mastery over laser pulse generation and characterization needed to realize the

promise of CEP control. Importantly, measurements of CEP effects in the theoretically ac-

cessible H+
2 molecule have recently been carried out [1, 2], permitting precisely these kinds

of comparisons.

Even for the simplest system, however, a quantitative side-by-side comparison of the-

ory and experiment is lacking in the literature to date. Such a comparison needs to take

a multitude of aspects into consideration. First, a direct comparison to measurements,
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which is mostly based on the momentum distribution of the fragments, requires theory to

be evaluated in full dimensions. In spite of this , reduced-dimension models seem to be

the norm for such comparison. Second, measurements collect fragments from throughout

the whole volume of the laser-target overlap. Since the intensity of the laser varies over

this volume, intensity averaging of the theory is crucial for comparison to experiments.

Third, all theoretical calculations for strong-field processes have errors of various sorts. Yet,

careful assessment of such errors—and identifying the resulting theoretical error bars—are

very rarely presented in the literature. Any quantitative comparison between theory and

experiment, must, however, include these errors. Fourth, accurate measurement of the laser

pulse itself is very difficult. especially for the few-cycle pulses needed for CEP experiments.

Consequently, theory often has no choice but to see a simple approximation to the pulse

such as a Gaussian. Few-cycle pulses are rarely Gaussian, and the deviations from Gaussian

can have non-trivial impacts. These are just some of the issues that affect comparison of

theory with experiment.

In this collaborative work, we will address these concerns for photodissociation of H+
2

by a few-cycle pulse, and provide a quantitative comparison between our theory and ex-

periments, following up on the work reported in Refs. [1, 2] and providing further details

and analysis. The two experiments used similar laser parameters: a peak intensity of about

4×1014 W/cm2, a pulse duration of about 4–5 fs, and a central wavelength of about 700 nm.

The CEP was measured shot-by-shot with a phase-tagging technique [27, 141].

The crucial aspect of both experiments that make them suitable for benchmark compar-

isons with theory is that the target is H+
2 provided as a beam from an ion source. In contrast

to similar experiments with H2—having an ion beam target removes the need to model the

strong-field ionization step. Consequently, it also removes a major source of uncertainty since

an accurate treatment of this step is not available. At the same time, H+
2 can be treated

very accurately theoretically [102]. Together, these factors provide a ideal opportunity to

achieve our goal of quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. Admittedly, we
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treat electronic dynamics within the Born-Oppenheimer representation, where ionization is

ignored. However, given full-dimensional simultaneous treatment for electron and nuclei are

not available, we consider worthwhile to adopt the Born-Oppenheimer approach towards its

limits.

While the vast majority of theoretical and model treatments of CEP effects in H+
2 dis-

sociation (or H2 dissociative ionization) include only the lowest two electronic states, the

excited states and ionization play an increasingly larger role as the intensity increases. This

result is, of course, easy to understand, but must be taken into account for any quantitative

comparison with experiments at intensities higher than roughly 1014 W/cm2 for few-cycle

pulses at 800 nm. In fact, we find that ionization—which we neglect [102, 107]—provides

the largest contribution to our theoretical error bars at the highest intensities we consider.

We also find that using a pulse that more closely resembles the experiment changes the

theoretical asymmetry significantly. Overall however, we do not find satisfactorily good

quantitative agreement given the relative simplicity of this system. We thus devote some

discussion to possible explanations of the discrepancies.

6.2 Observables for comparison with experiment

We evaluate the momentum distribution from Eq. (3.6). In such expression, we include

only the 1s fragments, because the contribution of n ≥ 2 is only a small correction over

a significant range of laser parameters. Consequently, as we discuss below, we will use

the n ≥ 2 channels to help estimate our theoretical error bars. While we can readily

include n ≥ 2 channels in the TDSE, evaluating 〈K, nlm| for n ≥ 2 poses some technical

challenges (see Ref. [142] for the discussion of the induced-dipole states in the asymptotically

degenerate H(n ≥ 2) manifolds). Given their generally small contributions, we chose not to

implement the analysis for these states at this time. We can, however, estimate the total

kinetic energy release (KER) spectra for these channels since the exact 〈K, nlm| is not then
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Figure 6.1: Measured asymmetry as a function of KER and CEP adapted from Refs. [1, 2].
are shown in left (EXP1) and right panels (EXP2), respectively. The top panels are the
integrated asymmetry in the high and low KER region as a function of CEP. The low and
high KER regions is defined as LE (0.2–0.45 eV) and HE (1.65–1.90 eV) in EXP1, LE
(0–0.20 eV) and HE (1.75–2.0 eV) in EXP2, respectively.

needed. Specifically, since the KER spectrum for a particular electronic channel β is

dPβ
dE

=
∑
J

∣∣CJβ∣∣2. (6.1)

We do not need an accurate scattering phase shift δJβ. All that we need is a properly energy-

normalized state 〈EJβ| which can be obtained by matching a numerical solution to any pair

of linearly independent, energy-normalized functions—we used spherical Bessel functions.

Since this approach does not use the correct asymptotic functions for matching, it cannot

give the correct δJβ. Moreover, our 〈EJβ| calculated neglecting the non-Born-Oppenheimer

present for n ≥ 2, thus providing approximate KER spectra for these channels. We expect

this to be a rather good approximation, however, and more than adequate for estimating

our errors—which is their primary use. We will return to this point below.

As already mentioned, the key parametrization of CEP effects in our measurement is
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the normalized spatial asymmetry,

A(E) =

(
dPup

dE
− dPdown

dE

)/(
dPup

dE
+
dPdown

dE

)
. (6.2)

In this expression, the up and down KER spectra are defined within a cone of θ0 around

the polarization direction:

dPup

dE
=

∫ θ0

0

∂2P

∂E∂θK
sin θKdθK ,

dPdown

dE
=

∫ π−θ0

π

∂2P

∂E∂θK
sin θKdθK . (6.3)

The values of θ0 were chosen in each experiment to improve data quality, and the same θ0

were used for the theoretical comparison.

Given the n ≥ 2 contribution as well as ionization are absent from the analysis dPup/down/dE,

We consider there exists an uncertainty dPn=2/dE in dPup/down/dE. Then the propagated

error in A is

∆A = 2
dPn=2

dE

√(
dPup

dE

)2

+

(
dPdown

dE

)2

(
dPup

dE
+
dPdown

dE

)2 . (6.4)

In Eq. (6.4), we do not expect the value of ∆A critically depends on θ0, then dPup/down/dE

can be evaluated for θ0 = π/2 so that they count the total probability from the both hemi-

spheres. In this case, the uncertainty in dPup/down/dE should be reasonably captured by the

n = 2 contribution. By monitoring this error, we can quantify the accuracy of our method.

Note that all the absolute quantities, such as dPup/down/dE, are Franck-Condon averaged

by Eq. (5.3) and intensity averaged by Eq. (5.2) in order to compare to the experiments.

6.3 Results and discussion

The goal of performing the experiment on the simplest molecule H+
2 is that we have some

confidence that accurate theoretical calculations can be carried out, at least for dissoci-

ation [102]. Given this expectation, the agreement between theory and experiment in
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Refs. [1, 2] was rather disappointing. Among the various possible sources of disagreement,

we consider here the two that we expect to have the largest impact.

6.3.1 High intensity

One of the largest sources of disagreement between theory and experiment in Refs. [1, 2] is

the fact that the maximum intensity in the theory was limited to 1× 1014 W/cm2 while the

experiments were carried out at mid-1014 W/cm2 intensities. The reason for this limitation

was already mentioned, the neglect of ionization in the calculation. Although the ionization

fraction was measured to be about 0.3% in EXP1 and less than 3% in EXP2, the impact

on the theory is almost certainly much larger. Aside from the fact that these fractions in

the intensity averaging, they are the fraction that remained in the ionization channels after

the pulse was gone. During the pulse, however, the population of the ionization channels

in the wave function expansion Eq. (3.2) could be 10 times bigger—and thus could have a

significant effect on the dynamics, even in the dissociation channels.

Although no one has yet performed a full-dimensional calculation for H+
2 in a strong field

including vibration, rotation, and ionization, we can estimate the ionization by extending

our own calculations to excited electronic manifolds and using their population as a proxy

for ionization as described in detail in Sec. 6.2. To give a sense of the impact of the excited

manifolds, we show in Fig. 6.2 the normalized spatial asymmetry A(E) calculated with

nmax = 1 and nmax = 2. In the latter case, both manifolds were included in the TDSE, but

only n = 1 was included in the analysis (see Sec. 6.2). A Gaussian pulse was used with the

parameters determined from a fit to the experimental pulses, and the asymmetries include

both Franck-Condon and intensity averages. The peak intensities are well into regime where

the ionization channels should play an important role. Indeed, we will show below that the

error bars for Fig. 6.2 are large.

While the calculations with nmax = 1 and nmax = 2 show similar patterns, there are

clear differences—notably, the asymmetry is generally larger for nmax = 2. With or without
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Figure 6.2: FC-averaged intensity-averaged asymmetry map calculated based on a Gaus-
sian pulse for both EXP1(left column) and EXP2(right column). The laser parameters are
I0 = 4 × 1014 W/cm2, τFWHM = 5 fs, λ = 730 nm for EXP1 and I0 = 4 × 1014 W/cm2,
τFWHM = 4.5 fs, λ = 700 nm for EXP2. The first row are the calculation with nmax = 1 and
the second row are the ones with nmax = 2. The sub-panels on top of the asymmetry plots
are the integrated asymmetry in the ranges defined in Fig. 6.1.

n = 2, however, the asymmetry oscillates in the CEP with a period of 2π, as it must. As

proven in general in Refs. [64, 93], stemming from the interference of even and odd-parity

states required to break spatial symmetry. This periodicity would thus apply no matter how

many manifolds—features of A(E) are thus the amplitude and phase in Fig. 6.2 are similar

suggests the corresponding amplitudes and phase offsets are not dramatically altered by the

inclusion of n = 2 for these laser parameters. However, since the momentum analysis of
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Figure 6.3: (a)–(b) is the dissociation probability as a function of intensity I; (c)–(d) are
the KER spectra at the intensity of I0 = 4×1014 W/cm2; (e)–(f) Amplitude of the integrated
asymmetry as a function of peak intensity I0 (intensity-averaged) in the low and high KER
region with error bars defined in Eq. (6.4). Left and right column are for EXP1 and EXP2,
respectively.

n = 2 is absent in our study, the full effects of n = 2 on A(E) cannot be assessed.

To better understand the impact of the n = 2 manifold, we investigate other observables.

In particular, the population of n = 2 grows considerably at high intensities as shown in

Figs. 6.3(a)-(b). Note that these figures do not include intensity averaging. At the highest

intensity, 4×1014 W/cm2, the n = 2 channels account for 20.7% and 22.3% of the total yields

for EXP1 and EXP2, respectively, which is clearly not negligible. Moreover, it strongly
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suggests that nmax = 2 is insufficient at these intensities. After intensity averaging, the

fraction of dissociation to n = 2 drops to 5.6% and 5.8% for EXP1 and EXP2, respectively.

Although much smaller, dissociation to n = 2 is still not negligible, but it will drop quickly

with decreasing intensity as suggested by Figs. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b).

Dissociation via n=2 typically leads to higher KER than from n = 1 as shown in

Figs. 6.3(c) and 6.3(d). These figures show the intensity- and FC-averaged KER spec-

tra of each manifold at the peak intensity I0 = 4 × 1014 W/cm2. For most KER, n = 2

contributes only a negligible fraction to dissociation. Only at energies beyond about 2.5 eV

does n = 2 contribute comparably to n = 1. As Fig. 6.2 shows, however, the inclusion of

n = 2 influences the n = 1 wave function even at low energies. Therefore, it is not necessary

for the final populations to be large to have an impact on the results, making any estimate

of the errors from excluding channels difficult.

In Figs. 6.3(e) and 6.3(f), we show the normalized spatial asymmetry integrated over

the KER cuts chosen in the experiments for a range of peak intensities along with the

theoretical error bars defined in Sec 6.2. The magnitude of the asymmetry initially grows

with peak intensity as expected, but actually decreases in each case for a range of peak

intensities. While this behavior is not anticipated by the simple pictures for CEP effects, it

should also be noted that the error bars grow with intensity, especially for the high-KER

cut. So, whether the non-monotonic behavior in Figs 6.3 is real or due to the limitations

of our current calculations remains to be forthcoming without a full-dimensional solution of

the TDSE for H+
2 including vibration, rotation, and ionization. Alternatively, the answer

could come from an intensity scan in the experiment, but such an experiment still poses

non-negligible challenges.

Comparison of the theory from Fig. 6.2 with the experiment in Fig. 6.1 shows some

similarities but also clear differences. The notable similarities—aside from the trivial 2π

periodicity— are the overall pattern of the asymmetry with the low-energy change in the

“tilt” of the pattern at roughly the right energy. The outstanding difference is the de-
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pendence of the asymmetry’s magnitude on energy. Both experiments show a significant

suppression of the asymmetry for the middle range of energies, roughly 0.5− 1.5 eV, com-

pared to theory. So, while the comparison with experiment has improved from Refs [1, 2]

by increasing the intensity—primarily by increasing the magnitude of the asymmetry— key

aspects of the experiment remain unexplained.

6.3.2 Realistic pulses

Since our calculations in Fig. 6.2 miss some significant qualitative features of the experi-

ment, despite increasing the intensity in the theory, we seek the next most likely source of

disagreement. After the truncation of the wave function expansion in Eq. (3.2), the biggest

approximation in the theory for Fig. 6.2 is treating the laser pulse as Gaussian. The devi-

ation of the pulse from Gaussian was already addressed to some extent in Ref. [2] by using

measured properties of the actual experimental laser pulse. We will extend and expand that

discussion here.

Essentially all calculations of CEP effects to date have used a simple time-domain def-

inition of the CEP equivalent to ours in Eq. (2.1). In fact, many have not used a pulse

as realistic as a Gaussian. But, since many calculations have been for reduced-dimensional

models seeking simple qualitative behavior, there has been little incentive to do better. And,

even should a more accurate pulse have been sought, measuring a few-cycle pulse accurately

is itself a non-trivial task. Yet we know that few-cycle pulses are most likely to deviate from

the idealized Gaussian. For the present case, the spectral information measured is shown

in Figs. 6.4(c) and 6.4(d) along with the corresponding time-dependent electric fields in

Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b). In EXP1, only the power spectrum was measured, so E(t) was con-

tracted assuming a flat phase; in EXP2, the phase was also measured using spectral-phase

interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction(SPIDER) [45] and thus was used to

construct E(t). Explicitly,

E(t) =

∫ ∞
−∞

√
I(ω)e−i[ωt+φ(ω)]dω, (6.5)
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Figure 6.4: (a) The instantaneous field, (c) the measured pulse spectrum for EXP1; (b)
and (d) are the same quantities for EXP2;.

where the power spectrum I(ω) is mirrored to negative frequencies with the spectral phase

φ(−ω) = −φ(ω) to ensure that the instantaneous field is real.

The real spectrum noticeably deviates from a commonly presumed smooth Gaussian,

which appears to undermine the features of a few-cycle pulse and sabotage the CEP control

effects. However, in Fig. 6.5, the calculations with realistic pulse spectra are shown and

display no less asymmetry compared to the ones shown in Fig. 6.2. This is exactly what

Ref. [143] pointed out, that it is the relative bandwidth of the pulse that determines the

observability of CEP effects, not the temporal length of the pulse. Therefore, the noise-like

long pulse does not necessarily have a negative impact on CEP control. As long as the

relative bandwidth of the pulse is reasonably large, allowing the system to absorb multiple

photons from the wide range of the spectrum and end up in the same energies, the CEP

effects should remain. On the other hand, given the fact that a Gaussian pulse mathemat-

ically possesses the minimum uncertainty under the transformation between the temporal

and frequency domain, any form that deviates from a Gaussian but with a similar temporal

envelope must have a wider range in the frequency domain to compensate. In other words,
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Figure 6.5: (a),(c) and (e) are the asymmetry map calculated with the spectral information
provided at I0 = 1.6× 1014 W/cm2. On their right side are the amplitude of the integrated
asymmetry in the low and high KER region as a function of I0. (a)–(b) are for EXP1
calculated with a pulse Fourier-transformed from the spectrum in Fig. 6.6(a); (c)–(d) are
for EXP2 calculated from a pulse Fourier-transformed from the spectrum in Fig. 6.6(b)
without the spectral phase, (e)–(f) with the spectral phase.
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the effective bandwidth of these realistic pulses must be larger than the Gaussian pulses

with similar temporal profiles, which typically means it is more advantageous for CEP ef-

fects. For either comparison, Gaussian vs. realistic pulse or transform-limited vs. full

spectral pulse in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.5, we know that the asymmetry patterns are sensitive

to both the power spectrum and the spectral phase, although it is difficult to characterize

this sensitive dependence. Empirically, the pulse with a spiky spectrum tends to straighten

the asymmetry stripes, compared to the Gaussian calculation, which seems to be a poorer

representation of the measurements.

As seen in Fig. 6.4, the Gaussian approximation fails to capture salient features of each

measured pulse-namely, the significant pre-pulses, post-pulses, or pedestals. These features

result, of course, from the combination of the sharp structures in the pulse spectrum and

the spectral phase.

The effect of the pre-pulses and pedestal can be understood in part by using the results

from Ref. [69]. There, it was shown that using a pump pulse to prepare H+
2 before exposing

it to a few-cycle pulse could greatly enhance the CEP-induced spatial asymmetry. The

enhancement was understood to be a consequence of depleting the higher-lying vibrational

states and aligning the lower-lying vibrational states with the pump pulse. We have found

that the pedestal and pre-pulse fulfill a similar role as the pump pulse from Ref. [69]. To

demonstrate, we show the bound-state alignment parameter 〈cos2 θ〉 in Figs. 6.6(a) and

6.6(b) and the bound-state population Pb in Figs. 6.6(c) and 6.6(d). In these figures, we

group the initial states as low-lying (v = 0–7) and high-lying (v = 8–19) as we expect their

behavior to be different per Ref. [69]. The observables are Franck-Condon averaged with

each group as

〈Pb〉FC =

∑
v

FvPbv∑
v

Fv
,

〈cos2 θ〉FC =

∑
v

FvPbv〈cos2 θ〉v∑
v

FvPbv
. (6.6)
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In these expressions, the sum over v only includes those states within each group.

The high-lying group dissociates primarily via net-one-photon transitions while the low-

lying group requires more net photons. The high-lying group is thus more likely to be

dissociated by the pedestal and pre-pulses, as seen in Figs. 6.6(c) and 6.6(d). In fact,

Fig. 6.6(d) with its more significant pre-pulses shows nearly 20% dissociation by about

−80 fs nearly 80% dissociation by the nominal beginning of the few-cycle pulse. But,

since net-one-photon transitions produce only a single parity, their dissociation is largely

symmetric. While the low-lying group is mostly not dissociated by the pedestal and pre-

pulses — Figs. 6.6(c) and 6.6(d) show less than 10% dissociation by the nominal beginning

of the pulse —, it is aligned by then. As Ref. [69] showed, aligned low v’s dissociate more

and produce larger asymmetry since they produce both parities. Figure 6.6(b) does indeed

show strong alignment with its substantial pre-pulse: 〈cos2〉 has increased to roughly 0.5 by

the beginning of the few-cycle pulse. With its weaker pre-pulse, Fig. 6.6(a) show almost no

alignment, however.

This observation can be made more clear by monitoring individual states contribution.

Since the initial states obey Franck-Condon distribution and contribute the total asymme-

try incoherently, the unnormalized asymmetry can be decomposed to individual component.

We therefore use the contrast parameter Cv given by Eq. (5.5) to quantify the contribution

from different initial vibrational states. Given that EXP2 provides more complete charac-

terization of the pulse, we choose it as the showcase to demonstrate spectral effects. In

Fig. 6.7(b–d), we compare Cv in the calculations with three different pulse characteriza-

tions: (1) a Gaussian pulse as used in Fig. 6.2(b); a pulse (2) Fourier transformed from

only the power spectrum and (3) with both power spectrum and phase. All results are

intensity-averaged up to I0 = 1.6× 1014 W/cm2 because the error bars beyond are intoler-

able. Figure 6.7(b), corresponding to the Gaussian case, shows that the asymmetric yield

in the low KER region is mostly attributed to the vibrational states v = 7–10, while the

asymmetric yield in the high KER region is attributed to v = 3–12 fairly evenly. On the
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Figure 6.6: (a) the alignment parameter 〈cos2 θ〉 and . (c) the bound states population Pb
as a function of time during the pulse for hight-lying and low-lying group (See definition in
text) initial states calculated for EXP1. (b) and (d) are the same plots for the EXP2; Both
calculation is conducted at the highest intensity I = 1× 1014 W/cm2. The red lines are the
correspondent laser field.

contrary, the long tails of the pulse introduced by the sharp structures in the real spec-

trum removes the high vibrational states (v > 8) contribution in the high KER region, and

states contribute to the lower KER region becomes lower in Fig. 6.7(c). The third case in

Fig. 6.7(d) further enhances this depletion effect and diminishes the asymmetry signal from

v > 6 as it introduces much stronger pre-pulse.

On the other hand, lower states typically do not dissociate before the main pulse hits.

Instead, molecules starting from these states can align towards the polarization direction

so that they are exposed to stronger effective coupling, facilitating multiphoton transitions.

Comparing Fig. 6.6(a) and (b), the spectra with the spectral phase in EXP2 produce stronger

alignment. Similar depletion is also observed in the calculation for EXP1 using realistic

pulse. However, given the fact that it is technically difficult to keep spectral phase flat, the
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Figure 6.7: (a) Dressed potential curves for the lowest two electronic states at the center
wavelength 700 nm. Contrast parameter Cv of individual vibrational states at different KER
for EXP2 at peak intensity I0 = 1.6 × 1014 W/cm2 with a (b) Gaussian model pulse (c)
pulse Fourier-Transformed from the spectrum without the spectral phase (d) pulse Fourier-
Transformed from spectrum with the spectral phase.

pre- and post- pulse may be more substantial than Fig. 6.4(a) shows, hence stronger long

pulse effects may be expected.

6.3.3 Other consideration

Besides the high intensity and the realistic pulse, there are also some other factors that can

introduce errors to our calculations. To give a thorough discussion on theoretical errors, we

listed all the possibilities based on our current knowledge and experience.

The initial thermal distribution of the ion is ignored in our current theory. The tem-
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perature of H+
2 from an ion source is typically below 400 K [107]. Using J = M = 0 as

an assumption for the initial rotational states is not an accurate description of the physical

conditions in the experiments. However, based on a set of 10 fs calculation at the peak

intensity of 1 × 1014 W/cm2, the comparison between a thermal averaged calculation and

one with J = M = 0 very limited difference in momentum distribution for the temperature

ranging from 200 K to 600 K [107]. We do not expect this result be sensitive to the laser

parameter. Therefore, the calculations we showed in this thesis should be reliable in this

perspective.

There are assumptions in our mathematical formalism that could potentially introduce

errors. As we mentioned in the theoretical background, the non-Born-Oppenheimer coupling

and Coriolis effects are ignored. The impact of this is not apparent from the calculation,

however, these errors only occur when higher manifolds are included. In the our analysis,

the total error are already quantified by the n = 2 population. We do not expect that

ignoring this coupling would lead to significant change in population. In our analysis, we

neglected the electron translation factor [144]. This error is attributed to the asymmetric

mass of the fragments in the p+H channel, while the scattering states are the superposition

of the symmetric molecular states. however, given the large mass ratio between the electron

and proton, and the low KER of the fragments, neglecting this factor should be a fairly

good approximation.

It is also important to know the precise geometry of the experimental setup for the

cross-beam experiment. The intensity-average in our analysis is based on the assumption

of a Gaussian intensity profile of the laser beam. However, it is possible that the actual

intensity distribution of the beam in transverse direction follow Bessel distribution or more

complicated pattern. Depending on the peak, the Guoy phase may also cause a shift of the

CEP in the reaction volume. All of these errors vary with experimental setup. We currently

do not have better characterization of the experimental condition but to take the simplest

approach to capture the most dominant effects.
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6.4 Summary

We carefully conduct a side-by-side comparison between theory and two recently reported

experiments on CEP control of asymmetric dissociation of H+
2 . At high intensities (>

1014 W/cm2), the two channel model captures the majority of the dissociation population,

yet fails to produce the asymmetry due to higher manifolds. At about I0 > 1.6×1014 W/cm2,

the estimated errors already overwhelm the asymmetry contributed by 1sσg and 2pσu.

Within this physical limit, the calculation reveals that a realistic pulse, which exhibits

long pre-pulse characteristics, produces considerable depletion and alignment effects and

alters the asymmetry pattern substantially. The spectral phase turns out to be critical in

determining the experimental outcome. The calculations reaffirm that it is the frequency

bandwidth that determines the CEP effects instead of the time duration of the pulse.

Unfortunately, we are unable to achieve perfect agreement with the experiments even

with the best experimental inputs in the calculation. The mismatch is most likely due to

the contribution from the higher manifolds in H+
2 at higher intensities, and the inaccurate

characterization of the laser field. Regardless, the comparisons have been made with metic-

ulous effort, and the uncertainty can be reduced but not completely removed. This raises

a general concern that one should be careful in making strong statement by only qualita-

tive agreement in the comparison of theory and experiment in the study of strong fields

phenomena.
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Chapter 7

Dissociative ionization of H2

7.1 Overview

Treating dissociative ionization, compared to dissociation only, is a challenging task due

to additional degrees of freedom. The existence of unbound electrons introduces immense

numerical and conceptual difficulties. The electronic continuum states can not be included

with the standard Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approach. Yet, the simultaneous treatment of

nuclei and electrons in TDSE requires massive calculations. Compromises have to be made

in order to solve this complex problem and they typically can be categorized into two kinds:

using a reduced-dimensional model or introducing ad hoc treatments to implement a BO

approach.

In the first category, the simplest approach is to treat the nuclei and electron both in

1D and study the correlated dynamics on a 2D grid. Many follow this path and choose H+
2

as the candidate due to its limited degrees of freedom. Numerical studies on such simple

system successfully revealed the laser parameter dependence of the competing processes

such as excitation, dissociation and ionization in strong fields [67, 145–147], and electron

and nuclei energy sharing pattern was also found by such approach [148–150]. Improvement

was made by including the electron in full-dimension [63, 151–154]. One crucial issue in

solving the multidimensional problem is finding a correct way to analyze the nuclei-electron

double continuum. One solution is to propagate the wave function long enough such that
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different states can be separated in coordinate space, which allows retrieving the proba-

bilities by the mask projection [67, 147]. The disadvantage of this is that it requires very

lengthy propagation to make calculations converge. To overcome this issue, methods such

as the energy-resolvant operator [155–157], virtual detector method [152, 158] and scaled-

coordinates [153, 154] was used in order to extract the energy spectra without evaluating the

continuum eignstates. Alternatively, one can also construct the double-continua as a direct

product of the continuum nuclear state and the adiabatic electronic continuum states with

fixed nuclei [148]. Despite of the development mentioned above, this multidimensional calcu-

lation treating both nuclei and electrons are time-consuming compared to the BO approach,

thus a simpler alternative is highly desirable.

In the second category, the core idea is to use a few BO channels to capture the most

important physical processes without treating the electrons explicitly. Given the light mass

of electrons compared to nuclei, electron is assumed to leave the parent ion instantaneously

when ionization takes place. In this case, the nuclear wave function remains unchanged,

which yields a Franck-Condon transition. Many studies describe the dissociative ioniza-

tion of H2 or its isotopes as an instantaneous ionization followed by dissociation of the

ions [70–72, 80, 159–161]. This step usually involves using simple models to acquire ion-

ization probabilities, such as the standard Ammosov–Delone–Krainov theory (ADK) [162]

and its variants [129, 163, 164]. In these models, the ionization rate can be approximately

derived analytically, which reduces the amount of calculation compared to the TDSE, but

the phase information of the wavepackets from different ionization events is lost. Therefore,

the wavepackets from different instances are superposed incoherently. Whether or not such

coherence plays an important role in the specific observables is still an open question to the

field so far. Aside from this question, the rates derived from these ADK-like approaches are

very sensitive to the input parameters, such as the field strength and ionization potential.

A small changes in the inputs may result in significant modification to the observables in

the dissociative ionization. Some studies then focused on examining the accuracy of the
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ionization model, especially the radial dependence of the ionization rate in a diatomic prob-

lem [165–167]. This R-dependent ionization picture was used to explain the vibrational

oscillation observed in the neutral channel [168–170]. Other studies focused on studying

the vibrational distribution of the ions after the photoionization. The studies suggest that

photoionization yields vibrational distribution more concentrated in the few lower states

compared to the Franck-Condon distribution [171–173]. However, this does not directly

address whether or not such distribution applies during the middle of a pulse. It should be

anticipated that vibrational distribution agrees with FC more if the pulse is significantly

shorter than the time scale of the nuclear motion. The further development includes Monte

Carlo wavepacket method [174–176], which models the ionization as stochastically process

of nuclear wavepackets hopping between different charge states. This simple implementa-

tion of BO-like approach, meaning solely treating the nuclei, calculated the KER spectra of

the H2 and D2 double ionization channel, and reached fairly good agreement with the mea-

surement [177]. These wavepacket approaches provided a simple picture of the dissociative

ionization mechanism and pointed out a possibility to simplify the problem.

The current interest to us is to take advantage of our capabilities of performing accurate

H+
2 TDSE calculation in order to explain the phenomena observed in H2 dissociative ion-

ization. Guided by the wavepacket picture, we consider that electron is tunnel-ionized from

H2 at each half cycle, which creates wavepackets in the ionic states. These wavepackets

subsequently evolve on the H+
2 potentials through the rest of the pulse, as illustrated in

Fig. 7.1. If the initial wavepackets are well characterized by the ionization model, the rest

of the motion should be well captured by our full-dimensional H+
2 calculation. Comparing

the calculation with experiment may provide insights on the ionization model.

More specifically, we will compare a measurement of spatial asymmetry of p + H frag-

ments from H2 dissociative ionization using a 6 fs laser pulse [80]. The experiment revealed

asymmetry in the low KER region (< 3 eV). The asymmetry in this region is unlikely due to

the rescattering process, which results in higher KER of the nuclei. Additionally, the exper-
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Figure 7.1: Sketch of the mechanism of dissociative ionization in the wavepacket picture.
The curves are the Born-Oppenheimer potentials of H2 and its ion. The wavepackets of
H2 ground vibrational state is launched in the FC region. The dominant pathways of the
wavepackets are indicated by the orange arrows.

iment also, for the first time, observed angular dependence of the spatial asymmetry, where

our full-dimensional method is natural to incorporate such dependence. We will introduce

the details of the modeling step in our calculation below.

7.2 Modeling ionization

We apply the molecular-ADK model [129], which assumes that electronic orbitals in a

molecule can be expanded in terms of atomic orbitals in the asymptotic region where the

tunneling mechanism can be described by the ADK theory [129]. In a static field picture,

the ionization takes place at an approximate constant rate written as below,

ωMO−ADK(E) =
B2(m)

2|m||m|!
1

κ(2Z/κ)−1

(2κ3

E
)(2Z/κ)−|m|−1

exp
[
− 2κ3

3E
]
, (7.1)
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and

B(m) =
∑
l

ClQ(l,m), (7.2)

Q(l,m) = (−1)m

√
(2l + 1)(l + |m|)!

2(l − |m|)! , (7.3)

where Z is the Coulomb charge, κ =
√

2Ip, Ip is the ionization potential evaluated at the

equilibrium distance of H2 ground channel, l and m are the conventional spherical harmonic

indices and the expansion coefficients Cl are provided in Ref. [129]. This rate is very sensitive

to the inputs and grows exponentially with the field strength. Figure 7.2 shows the ionization

rate as a function of time in a 6 fs long pulse with a center wavelength of 760 nm. The

rate shows distinct peaks with a width of 10 a.u. in each half cycle, during which the nuclei

are not expect to move substantially. Thus we assume a nuclear wavepacket is “born” at

the instant of the individual intensity peak, corresponding to a Franck-Condon wavepacket

to be initiated on the 1sσg channel. We do not consider the direct ionization because the

ionization probability to those states is much lower according to the tunneling ionization

model. Once the wavepackets are born, the following dynamics can be well described by

the H+
2 TDSE calculation. Each event generates one set of observables and eventually is

summed incoherently with the weight of its ionization probability.

PΩ =
∑
i

ωi

∣∣∣〈Ω|Ψ(t, ti)〉
∣∣∣2

ωi =

∫ ti+T/4

ti−T/4
ωMO−ADK

[
E(t)

]
dt, (7.4)

where Ψ(t, ti) represents the propagated wave function launched at the instance ti.

Anis showed that starting H+
2 from J = 0,M = 0 state or a thermal distribution yields

similar results in a set of calculation with a 10 fs pulse of 800 nm [107]. We assumed the H2

initially sits in the rotational ground state J = 0 and M = 0. We do not expect such results

to be critically dependent on the laser parameters. Hence, we assume the H+
2 remains in

the rotational ground state and form an coherent Frank-Condon (FC) wavepacket in the
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Figure 7.2: MO-ADK rate as a function of time within a 6 fs pulse with the center wave-
length 760 nm at the peak intensity 1× 1014 W/cm2.

radial dimension. Since the equilibrium distance of H2 is 1.6 a.u. while H+
2 is 2 a.u., the

initial FC wavepacket will move outwards in the radial direction once launched and couples

to the excited channels in the field. To compare with experiments, the intensity-averaging

is carried out as described in Eq. (5.2).

7.3 Dissociation of the ion post ionization

The experiment was conducted using a 6 fs long pulse with the center wavelength 760 nm

and the peak intensity of 4.4× 1014 W/cm2. From Chapter 6, we conclude that performing

calculation without ionization is erroneous at such high intensity. However, within this

wavepacket ionization model, the evolution of the ions are very different from the previous

cases, which can produce a different outcome.

7.3.1 Difference in comparison to dissociation of H+
2

The coherence of the initial vibrational states plays a pivotal role in determining interference

pattern of the asymmetry. Unlike starting from a stationary state, a wavepacket will start

moving immediately after the ionization. A localized wavepacket is launched at the left
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edge of the potential wall of the 1sσg channel as illustrated in Fig. 7.1. In this region, other

excited electronic channels of H+
2 are highly repulsive, where the lowest excited state 2pσu is

18 eV above 1sσg and are not expected to couple with 1sσg efficiently. A classical estimation

suggests it takes about 9 fs for a wavepacket to reach the right turning point, which means

that the instantaneous intensity falls off considerably when efficient transitions take place.

Therefore, even at the very high intensities, a two-channel system is sufficient to capture the

dominant physical pathways. This speculation is supported by the KER spectra including

the n = 2 manifold in Fig. 7.3(a). At the highest intensity 4.4 × 1014 W/cm2, the total

KER spectrum from n = 2 is two order of magnitude smaller than the n = 1 manifold. This

ensures that the our energy analysis is still viable with the assumption that H2 → H+
2 is a

vertical transition.

In Fig. 7.3(b), we show the intensity dependence of the asymmetry of H2 dissociative

ionization. The pattern shows similar tilted structures as observed in Fig. 5.3(a), which

may result in the cancellation effects due to the intensity variation in the focal volume.

However, the ionization model we used suggests that the ionization probability is highly

sensitive to changes in the intensity. Consequently, the post-ionization dissociation yield

will vary substantially with intensity. Figure 7.3(c) is a plot of the total KER spectra

within the intensity range from 1.0 × 1014 W/cm2 to 4.4 × 1014 W/cm2. In this range of

intensity, the yield decreases more than three orders of magnitude, making the intensity-

average in Eq. (5.2) easy to converge with respect to the intensity span. Such intensity-

sensitivity makes the results with and without intensity-average surprisingly alike as shown

in Fig. 7.4. It is noticeable in the plots that the intensity-averaged one is slightly smaller

than unaveraged one, but the qualitative features in both cases are nearly indistinguishable.

Even though it appears to suggest that a single intensity calculation is sufficient to predict

the experimental outcome qualitatively, it may be an artifact due to the ionization model.
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Figure 7.3: (a) KER spectra of individual electronic channels evaluated at I = 4.4 ×
1014 W/cm2, λ = 760 nm and τFWHM = 6 fs; (b) intensity-dependent asymmetry; (c)
intensity-dependent total KER spectra. All three plots assumes ϕ = 0.0.

7.3.2 Comparison with measurements

In Fig. 7.5, we show the intensity averaged asymmetry map integrated within different

angles in comparison to the measurement in Ref. [80]. The tilted asymmetry stripe struc-

ture is reproduced by our calculation. The similarity exhibits as the slope of the stripes.

Even though the experimental results appear to be less contrasty, the qualitative feature is

reproduced.

One of the key observation reported in the experiment is the angle-dependent shift
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Figure 7.4: Asymmetry map by integrating over the whole hemisphere at the intensity of
4.4× 1014 W/cm2 (a) Non-intensity-averaged (b) intensity-averaged.

of the asymmetry map, which is quantified by the integrated asymmetry in the energy

range 1.4–1.6 eV. Our calculations show the same tendency of the asymmetry shift with

angles as shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [80]. In original paper, 1D H+
2 calculation based on the

same ionization model was used to explain the observed pattern. This reduced-dimension

calculation failed to reproduce the angle-dependent shift by simply converting the angle

to the effective intensity. If this shift is due to the ionic rotation after the ionization, the

angular dependence of asymmetry should be recovered from our full-dimensional calculation.

However, the comparison between Fig. 7.5(a) and the measurement is still not so good even

though our calculation does produce bigger shift. We also checked calculations at lower

intensities, where the shift is even less drastic, therefore, the rotation of the ions is unlikely

to be fully responsible for the asymmetry shift. We did not perform calculation at higher

intensities because the ionization probability is no longer much smaller than 1, in which

case the tunneling ionization rate does not apply any more.

There are several reasons may attribute to the mismatched asymmetry shift. First, the

possible inaccurate characterization of the electric field may have ignored the significant pre-

and post- pulses. In the current model, the post-pulse can trigger strong post-pulse rotation

when the wavepacket reaches the one-photon crossing point as discussed in Chapter 4. Sec-
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Figure 7.5: (a) the integrated asymmetry in the energy range 1.4–1.6 eV from the the
calculation. (b)(c)(d) are the intensity-averaged spatial asymmetry map from the calculations
within the angle 0−10◦, 10−20◦ and 20−30◦. The laser parameters are λ = 760 nm, I0 =
4.4× 1014 W/cm2 and τFWHM = 6 fs.
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ond, we assumed a fairly simple ionization model in our calculation where initial anisotropic

distribution and radial dependence of the ionization rate are both ignored. For example,

the inclusion of R-dependence of MO-ADK rate is likely to generate initial wavepackets

closer to the outer turning point of H2 because the ionization potential is smaller at larger

R. This may lead to more significant transitions between different electronic and rotational

channels and dynamics in H2. Third, the coherence of the initial wavepackets from different

ionization times is ignored. To fully recover all detailed features of experiment in theory,

it needs further development in modeling the ionization step and better characterization of

the field, which will not be covered in this thesis.

7.4 Summary

We transformed the problem of the H2 dissociative ionization into H+
2 dissociation by using

a standard ionization model. We created multiple Franck-Condon H+
2 wavepackets at the

peaks of the instantaneous intensity. Each of the ionization events is weighted by the

ionization probabilities evaluated from MO-ADK theory. We illustrated the difference of the

ionic dynamics between dissociative ionization and mere dissociation. The higher manifolds

of H+
2 are unlikely to participate in the process even at very high intensities, because the

locality of the wavepacket limits the transition to higher manifolds. Furthermore, due to

the intensity-sensitive ionization rate provided by MO-ADK theory, the focal volume effect

in dissociative ionization is much less substantial than in dissociation. The final outcome of

the calculation resembles the measurement closely, even though the angle-dependent shift

of asymmetry is less drastic in theory than the experiment.
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Chapter 8

Final remarks

In this dissertation, we studied the dynamical motion of diatomic molecules by an intense

few-cycle pulse with H+
2 as the primary target. We carried out substantial calculations based

on the first-principle time-dependent Schrödinger equation. Through numerical calculations,

we investigated the post-pulse alignment, carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) controlled spatial

asymmetry and total yield of dissociating fragments. In collaboration with experimental

groups, we performed quantitative comparison with experiments and pushed beyond seek-

ing for qualitative features. All of these studies are understood within our photon-phase

formalism, which allows us to decompose the solution of Schrödinger equation in terms

of photons based on the underlying periodicity of CEP. This analysis method not only

provides universal picture to understand phenomena in the intense field, but also offers

one an simple and robust numerical tool to directly extracting photon information from

the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. Even though in many aspects, we succeeded

in consolidating our understanding strong field phenomena, the perfect agreement in the

theory-experiment comparison is still currently beyond reach.

Combining the efforts of performing accurate numerical calculations and developing sys-

tematic physical picture, we made a solid step forward to fully understand and control

laser-induced molecular motion. The continuation of this work may lead to the study on

more complex physical processes using our photon-phase formalism. For example, the joint

energy spectra of nuclei and electron in the dissociative ionization is separated by the photon
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energy [148]. It would be interesting to see how individual photon processes participate in

the tunneling regime where photon structure is no longer identifiable. We can also extend

the CEP study on the high harmonic radiation and possibly provide an alternative picture

to the popular three-step model. Besides, given the current experimental conditions and

theoretical accuracy, more effort is needed to pin down the least controllable factor in a

quantitative theory-experiment comparison.
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Appendix A

Representing electronic wave function
with linear combination of atomic
orbitals (LCAO)

To approximate the adiabatic electronic wavefunction to a reasonable accuracy, we use the

superposition of two 1s atomic orbital to construct the lowest two electronic state 1sσg

and 2pσu of H+
2 . The derivation follows the procedure in Ref. [178] in combination with

the variational principle for better accuracy. The electronic Hamiltonian in two centers

H = T − 1
rA
− 1

rB
+ 1

R
is symmetric or anti-symmetric under exchange operator:

ΠABΨ(rA, rB) = Ψ(rB, rA) = ±Ψ(rA, rB) (A.1)

then

Ψ(r) = N
[
φ1s(rA)± φ1s(rB)

]
(A.2)

where N is the renormalization factor and φ1s is the 1s atomic wavefunction φ1s(ri) =

(Z3/π)1/2e−Zri . We apply the variational principle with respect to the Z. For the simplicity

of the notation, we use |rA〉 to mark 1s atomic orbital φ1s.
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〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =

〈rA|H|rA〉+ 〈rB|H|rB〉 ± 2〈rA|H|rB〉
2± 2〈rA|rB〉

= Eα(Z) +
1

R
+
〈rA|Z−1

rA
− 1

rB
|rA〉+ 〈rB|Z−1

rB
− 1

rA
|rB〉 ± 2〈rA|Z−1

rB
− 1

rB
|rB〉

2± 2〈rA|rB〉

= −1

2
Z2 +

1

R
+

(Z − 1)〈1
r
〉 − J ± (Z − 2)K

1± I , (A.3)

where the two-center integral I,J ,K can be evaluated in confocal elliptic coordinates ana-

lytically,

I = 〈rA|rB〉 =
1

3
e−ZR(Z2R2 + 3ZR + 3),

J = 〈rA|
1

rB
|rB〉 =

1

R
e−2ZR(−ZR− 1 + e2ZR), (A.4)

K = 〈rA|
1

rB
|rB〉 = Ze−ZR(ZR + 1).

This yields the final variation form of the Hamiltonian in terms of Z and R,

〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =− 1

2
Z2 +

1

R

+
1

R

(Z − 1)ZR− 1 + e−2ZR(ZR + 1)± (Z − 2)ZR(ZR + 1)e−ZR

1± (1 + ZR + Z2R2/3)e−ZR
(A.5)

Then solve the transcendental equation,

∂

∂Z

(〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉

)∣∣∣∣
Z=Zeff

= 0, (A.6)

for Zeff as a function of R. The solutions for both channels are plotted in Fig. A.1. The

values of both cases at large R approaches 1 as expected from the separate atom limit.

On the other hand, two curves diverge at small R due to different parity. In the 1sσg

channel, Zeff rises as two nuclei become closer due to the stronger attraction from both

nuclei. The value of Zeff eventually approach 2 at R → 0, resembling He+. In the 2pσu

channel, Zeff decreases in small R because the electronic wavefunction heavily cancel each

other near the center, compelling the electronic density further out. The potentials for the

given Zeff are compared to the exact potentials in Fig. A.1(b). The overall characteristics of
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a b c d e f
1sσg 1.042 5.597 5.086 3.100 1.668 1.7065
2pσu -0.5711 0.8581 -0.5276 0.8291 0.3609 0.9846

Table A.1: Coefficients for the fitting function of the effective charge in Zeff (R) =
ae−bR + cRe−dR + eR2e−fR + 1
.

the potentials are reproduced by LCAO, nevertheless there is visible discrepancy in the 1sσg

channel. However, for the purpose of obtaining pictorial sense of electronic dynamics, it is

more than sufficient. For convenience, the LCAO potentials can be fitted to an analytical

form with reasonable accuracy. The fitting function and its coefficients are given in Tab. A,
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Figure A.1: The calculated effective charge number Zeff and the potential curves as a
function of R for 1sσg and 2pσu channels. The blue curves are for 1sσg and the red curves
are for 2pσu. The dashed lines are the exact potentials as a comparison with the LCAO
results.
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Appendix B

Error analysis in the numerical
calculation

Absent of statistical deviation and the equipment accuracy error in experiments, a the-

oretical calculation introduces its own error caused by numerical convergences and other

factors. It is, in general, very useful to have a systematic description to quantify these

errors, especially when the observables span several order of magnitude.

Being specific about the problem, we aim to provide error bars for the intensity-averaged

FC-averaged KER spectra and asymmetry in order to compare to experiments. Given

differential observables P (Ω;E), where Ω represents all parameters, for instance, the time-

step, total propagation time, the peak intensity etc, we intend to form the results as the

following format :

P̃g/u(Ω;E) = Pg/u(Ω;E)±∆g/u(E)

A(Ω;E) =
PA(Ω;E)− PB(Ω;E)

PA(Ω;E) + PB(Ω;E)
(B.1)

Ã(Ω;E) = A(Ω;E)±∆A(E)

where ∆ are the errors and the tilde signs on top of observables mean the final form of the

quantities with error bars. One can deduce the error of asymmetry based on Eq. (6.4). In

our problem, ∆ are mainly caused by three factors: (1) ∆(1) convergence error restricted by

the input parameters and the numerical method, (2) ∆(2) due to the physical approximation,

(3) ∆(3) due to the interpolation to the discrete data points.
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The first kind error ∆(1) can be quantified as

∆(1) = |P (Ω;E)− P (Ωb;E)| (B.2)

and Ωb is the best convergence parameter set. To be emphasized, this is only one approach

to estimate the error. The best convergence parameters are limited by the computation

capability we can afford within reasonable timescale. On top of the numerical convergence

error, the main approximation error is ignoring the higher manifold as well as the ionization.

This error is quantified by comparing the difference of the calculations with and without

include n = 2 manifold

∆(2) = |P (Ω, nMax = 1;E)− P (Ω, nMax = 2;E)| (B.3)

As for the third kind of errors ∆(3) due to the intensity-averaging, we have to take a slightly

different approach because this type of error is actually a consequences of accumulating

the first two types of errors. Besides, generating a dense grid for numerous intensities is

very inefficient for the purpose of estimating the overall errors. According to the intensity

average procedure in Eq. (5.2), one can write down

P̄ (Ω, I0;E) =

∫ I0

P (Ω, I;E)d ln I

=
∑
i

P (Ω, Ii;E)δ ln I (B.4)

then

∆P̄ = δ ln I

√∑
i

P (Ω, Ii;E)2

= δ ln I

√∑
i

(
∆Pi

Pi
Pi)2 ( assume

∆Pi

Pi
is constant)

= δ ln I
∆Pi

Pi

√∑
i

P 2
i

< δ ln I
∆Pi

Pi

√
(
∑
i

Pi)2 (B.5)
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Figure B.1: The convergence of KER spectrum of each molecular channel with respect to
the intensity grid points. The maximum grids points is 41 in our calculation across the
range from 1010 to 1014 W/cm2.

thus we conclude

∆P̄

P̄
<

∆Pi

Pi
(B.6)

This expression above is concluded from the assumption that observables at every intensity Ii

can be calculated directly with sufficiently dense grid points to make Eq. (B.4) valid, in which

case the relative error will not be larger than the error of a single intensity calculation. No

interpolation has been taken into account so far. To estimate how accurate the interpolation

is, one simple approach is to see the convergence of the integrated quantity with respect to

intensity points.

∆(3) <
∣∣P̄ (Ω, numI = Max;E)− P̄ (Ω, numI ′;E)

∣∣ (B.7)

From Fig. B.1, we know that intensity-averaged KER spectra are converged to 2-3 digits

across the whole KER range. So ∆(3) is typically one order of magnitude smaller than

∆(1) and even much smaller than ∆(2), therefore the interpolation errors is negligible in the

following discussion.

Based on Eq. (B.6), we are able to determine the accuracy of P̄ by showing the conver-

gence result of P at a single intensity 1 × 1014 W/cm2. In Fig. B.2, the calculated KER
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Figure B.2: (a) KER spectra Pg/u(Ω;E) and Pg/u(Ωb;E) ;(b) the relative first kind of
errors ∆(1)/P ; (c) the asymmetry with error bar ∆(1). These plots are all generated from
the calculation at a single intensity of 1× 1014 W/cm2

distribution are overall converged to about 2 digits across the energy range 0-3 eV. As for

the asymmetry, defining the accuracy in terms of convergence digits is not very appropriate

for the fact that the asymmetry is not a positive-definite function. To display the overall

accuracy, we apply standard deviation to quantify errors. Following the similar notation,
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Figure B.3: (a) FC-averaged Asymmetry with the second kind of error ∆(2); (b) same plot
with the intensity-averaged quantities. Both quantities are calculated at the peak intensity
1× 1014 W/cm2.

we define:

σ
(1)
A =

√√√√ 1

nE

nE∑
i

(
A(Ω;E)−A(Ωb;E)

)2

σ
(2)
A =

√√√√ 1

nE

nE∑
i

(
A(Ω, nMax = 1;E)−A(Ω, nMax = 2;E)

)2

(B.8)

where nE is the number of energy points within the 0− 3eV. The value is given along the

Fig. B.2 and B.3. The results are sufficiently accurate from the respective to convergence,

however, the main error comes from the second kind of error especially at the high intensity

1 × 1014 W/cm2. As we can notice in Fig. B.3, the modification to the asymmetry caused

by higher manifolds are significant if quantitative comparisons with experiments are needed

at this intensity. Even though the procedure of intensity average, which is likely to enhance

the contribution from the lower intensities, however, the effects of higher manifold to the

asymmetry is not yet negligible.
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Appendix C

Numerical improvement for TDSE

This appendix is to provide some details of parallelizing the finite difference code for H+
2 by

using OpenMP. A simple and substantial improvement of performance can be implemented

by identifying parallelizable procedure in the short-time propagator when solving Eq. 3.5,

F(R, t+ δ) = e−iδH(t+δ/2)F(R, t). (C.1)

The total Hamiltonian matrix H is split into the field-free kinetic part H0 and the dipole

coupling part V(t) as below,

e−iδH(t+δ/2) ≈ e−iδH0/2e−iδV(t+δ/2)e−iδH0/2. (C.2)

Each sub-step of the propagator is reduced to a linear system problem by Cranck-Nicolson

method, (
I− iδH0/4

)
F(t+ δ/2) =

(
I + iδH0/4

)
F(t)(

I− iδV(t+ δ/2)/2
)
F(t+ δ) =

(
I + iδV(t+ δ/2)/2

)
F(t). (C.3)

In this case, the propagation of each sub-step is substantially more efficient by taking ad-

vantage of the regular matrix structure in H0 and V(t). For H0, propagations of different

electronic and rotational channels are completely independent, thus can be treated in paral-

lel with minimal penalty. Similar parallelism works for the coupling operator because dipole

operator is a local operator that only couples different channels at the same R. More specif-
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Figure C.1: Speedup by enabling OpenMP to during the time-propagation of. (a) The test
results in a calculation with 11939 radial points; (b) with 2694 radial points. Both cases
include the n = 2 manifold, corresponding to eight electronic channels.

ically, H0 is tri-diagnal and V(t) is banded matrix in our finite-difference scheme, which can

be solved very efficiently with Intel math kernel library.

Given that our parallelism avoids the communication, the performance speedup is ex-

pected to linearly scale with number of cores available. However, depending on the matrix

size in the calculations, the overall speedup gained from using OpenMP is about 4–8 on a

12-cores machine with two Xeon X5650 CPUs. In our calculations, we dynamically adapt

the JMax during propagation, which reduces the number of floating point operations. The

matrix size in the dipole propagator, namely the number of channels in the kinetic propaga-
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tor, changes in time accordingly. In Fig. C.1, we show the calculation speedup in comparison

to the serial code as a function of this matrix size. In both cases, the speedup gained in

the kinetic propagator relatively limited and does not vary significantly as the matrix size

changes, especially in the case of larger radial grid. This signals that the underlying oper-

ation, a tridiagonal linear system, is not a CPU-bound problem. Instead, the performance

is limited by the memory bandwidth during the data communication between the CPU

and memory. On the other hand, the dipole propagator has better performance in terms

of occupying multiple cores. This is likely due to the fact that banded matrices require

more operations per data compared to the tridiagonal linear solve. The overall performance

gain is mostly attributed to speed up the dipole coupling propagator as witnessed that the

blue and yellow dots converge towards each other as the matrix size increases. The prac-

tical speedup may be more significant than what Fig. C.1 shows because the baseline of

this comparison, single-thread calculation, is likely to be affected by running multiple jobs

at the same time. Depending on the job size, the cache-, memory- competition can slow

down the calculation to a non-trivial amount. Generally speaking, by taking advantage of

the split-operator, we are able to use OpenMP directives to shorten calculation time by a

significant amount, which largely benefits the quantitative comparison study in Chapter 6.
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